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ACADEMIC A WARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week. Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Marv J Cooper, Flemingsburg senior. was recognized as 
the Outstanding Undergraduate Student and as the Outstanding 4-Year Graduating Agriculture 
Student in the Department of Agricultural and Human Sciences. The presentation was made by 
Dr. Michael Moore, left. executive vice president for academic affairs, during the College of 
Science and Technology's Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various depanments. Barry A. Pelphrey, Hager Hill senior, was recognized as the 
Outstanding Undergraduate Student and Outstanding Teacher Education Student in the 
Depanment of Industrial Education and Technology. The presentation was made by Dr. Michael 
Moore. left. executive vice president for academic affairs. during the College of Science and 
Technology's Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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. ACADEMIC A WARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week. Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various depanments. Eric R. Hudson. Lost Creek senior. was recognized as the 
Outstanding Undergraduate Student. Co-recipient Outstanding Graduating Student Mathematics 
Non-Teaching and Outstanding Upper Division Physics Student and by the depanments of 
mathematical and physical sciences. The presentation was made by Dr. Michael Moore, left. 
executive vice president for academic affairs. during the College of Science and Technology's 
Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC A WARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week. Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various depanments. Katherine A. McCaffeny of Fayetteville. Ohio. was 
recognized as the Outstanding Graduate Student in the Depanment of Biological and 
Environmental Sciences. The presentation was made by Dr. Michael Moore, left, executive vice 
president for academic affairs. during the College of Science and Technology's Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC A WARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various depanments. Stephanie R. Lacy of Wrigley was recognized as the 
Outstanding Graduate Student in the Depanment of Agricultural and Human Sciences. The 
presentation was made by Dr. Lane Cowsen. depanment chair. during the College of Science and 
Technology's Honors Luncheon. Lacy. who earned her undergraduate degree from the 
University of Kentucky, is a candidate for a master's degree in vocational education. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week. Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various depanments. Joseph Isaac of Louisa was recognized as the Outstanding 
Physician Assistant Student by the Physician Assistant Program. The presentation was made by 
Jim Fry. left. faculty member in the Physician Assistant Program, during the College of Science 
and Technology's Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Robert C. Pease of Mays Lick was recognized as the 
Outstanding Freshman in Agriculture in the Department of Agricultural and Human Sciences. The 
presentation was made by Dr. Lane Cowsert, left, department chair, during the College of Science 
and Technology's Honors Luncheon. Pease is a graduate of Mason County High School. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC A WARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Stephanie D. Jett of Jackson was recognized as the 
Outstanding Sophomore in Agriculture in the Department of Agricultural and Human Sciences. 
The presentation was made by Dr. Lane Cowsert. left, department chair, during the College of 
Science and Technology's Honors Luncheon. A graduate of Breathitt County High School, lett is 
a pre-veterinary medicine major. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week. Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Joanne B. Colgan of Flemingsburg was recognized as the 
Outstanding Junior in Agriculture in the Department of Agricultural and Human Sciences. The 
presentation was made by Dr. Lane Cowsert. left. department chair. during the College of Science 
and Technology's Honors Luncheon. A graduate of Fleming County High School. Colgan is a 
horticulture major. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week. Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Jonathan D. Moran of Ripley, Ohio, was recognized as the 
Outstanding Senior in Agriculture in the Department of Agricultural and Human Sciences. The 
presentation was made by Dr. Lane Cowsert. left, department chair. during the College of Science 
and Technology's Honors Luncheon. Moran. a graduate of Ripley-Union-Lewis High School, 
Moran is an animal science major 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC A WARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week. Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various depanments. Jennifer L. Dobson, Winchester senior, was recognized as 
the Outstanding 2-Year Graduating Agriculture Student in the Depanment of Agricultural and 
Human Sciences. The presentation was made by Dr. Lane Cowsen, left, department chair, during 
the College of Science and Technology's Honors Luncheon. A graduate of Mercer County High 
School. Dobson is a veterinary technology major. 
(MSU phot0 by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC A WARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Rita F. Polk, Clay City senior. was recognized as the 
Outstanding 2-Year Child Development Student in Department of Agricultural and Human 
Sciences. The presentation was made by Dr. Lane Cowsert, left, department chair, during the 
College of Science and Technology's Honors Luncheon. Polk, a graduate of Wayne High School, 
is a child development major. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week. Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Shannon N. Heiert, Brooksville senior. was recognized as, 
the Outstanding Hotel, Restaurant and Institutional Management Student in the Department of 
Agricultural and Human Sciences. The presentation was made by Dr. Lane Cowsert, left. 
department chair, during the College of Science and Technology's Honors Luncheon. A graduate 
of Bracken County High SchooL Heiert was the recipient of the Kentucky Restaurant Association 
Educational Foundation's $5,000 scholarship. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC A WARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week. Morehead State University honored outstanding 
I 
students in the various departments. Crystal D. Sammons. Louisa junior. was recognized as the 
Outstanding Dietetics Student in the Department of Agricultural and Human Sciences. The 
presentation was made by Dr. Lane Cowsert. left, department chair, during the College of Science 
and Technology's Honors Luncheon. A graduate of Lawrence County High School, Sammons is 
a general dietetics major. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC A WARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various depanments. Benjamin Mattingly, Morehead senior, was recognized as 
the Outstanding Pre-Medicine Student and Outstanding Undergraduate Student in the Department 
of Biological and Environmental Sciences. The presentation was made by Dr. Joe E. Winstead, 
left, department chair, during the College of Science and Technology's Honors Luncheon. 
Mattingly, a biology major, has been accepted to medical school at the University of Kentucky. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week. Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Wesley Lykins, a Mt. Sterling junior biology major, was 
recognized as the Outstanding Pre-Physician Assistant Student in the Department of Biological 
and Environmental Sciences. The presentation was made by Dr. Joe E. Winstead, left, department 
chair, during the College of Science and Technology's Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week. Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various depanments. Kristie Calven, Flemingsburg senior, was recognized as the 
Outstanding Biological Science Teaching Student in the Depanment of Biological and 
Environmental Sciences. The presentation was made by Dr. Joe E. Winstead, left, department 
chair. during the College of Science and Technology's Honors Luncheon. Ciilvert, who graduated 
in December, is pursuing a master's degree. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) ~ /"'_..,.._ k 
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ACADEMIC A WARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week. Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. R. Nichole Schofner, a Winchester senior. was recognized 
as the Outstanding Biological Science Non-Teaching Student in the Department of Biological and 
Environmental Sciences. The presentation was made by Dr. Joe E. Winstead, left. department 
chair, during the College of Science and Technology's Honors Luncheon. Schofner is a biology 
major with an option in pre-physician assistant. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week. Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departmerns. William B. Stephenson, Worthington senior. was 
recognized as the Outstanding Medical Technology Student in the Department of Biological and 
Environmental Sciences. The presentation was made by Dr. Joe E. Winstead, left. department 
chair, during the College of Science and Technology's Honors Luncheon. Stephenson has been 
accepted to medical technology school at the University ofLouisville. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Suzanne M. Voss, Cincinnati, Ohio, senior, was recognized 
as the Outstanding Pre-Dentistry Student in the Department of Biological and Environmental 
Sciences. The presentation was made by Dr. Joe E. Winstead, left, department chair, during the 
College of Science and Technology's Honors Luncheon. Voss, a biology m!\ior with an option in 
pre-dentistry, has been accepted to dental school at the University of Louisville. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) ~~ 
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ACADEMIC A WARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week. Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Justin Branham, McRoberts sophomore, was presented the 
$!,500 Environmental Scholarship by the Department of Biological and Environmental Sciences. 
The presentation was made by Dr. Joe E. Winstead, left, department chair, during the College of 
Science and Technology's Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Ali Aiavizadeh from Iran was recognized as the Outstanding 
Graduate Student in Vocational Education/Technology in the Department of Education and 
Technology. The presentation was made by Robert T. Hayes, left, department chair, during the 
College of Science and Technology's Honors Luncheon. Aiavizadeh is currently doing research 
for his thesis using math laboratory software to determine the impact of surge voltage on stator 
coil windings. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC A WARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. James Johnson, Clearfield junior, was recognized as the 
Outstanding 2-Year Manufacturing/Robotics Student in the Department ofEducation and 
Technology. The presentation was made by Robert T. Hayes, left, department chair, during the 
College of Science and Technology's Honors Luncheon. Johnson, a manufacturing/robotics 
student, received a diploma in machine tool technology from Rowan Technical College. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week. Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various depanments. Orville S. Whalen, Cynthiana senior, was recognized as the 
Outstanding 4-Year Manufacturing/Robotics Student in the Depanment of Education and 
Technology. The presentation was made by Raben T. Hayes, left, depanment chair. during the 
College of Science and Technology's Honors Luncheon. Whalen, a manufacturing/robotics 
student, received an associate degree in electrical technology from Maysville Community College. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC A WARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Rita Atiase, Ghana, West Africa, senior majoring in 
construction/mining, was recognized as the Outstanding Construction/Mining Student in the 
Department of Education and Technology. The presentation was made by Robert T. Hayes, left, 
· depactment chair, during the College of Science and Technology's Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC A WARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week. Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Hubert Seth HalL Jeremiah senior, was recognized as the 
Co-recipient Outstanding Graduating Student Mathematics Non-Teaching by the Department of 
Education and Technology. The presentation was made by Dr. C. Rodger Hammons. left, 
department chair. during the College of Science and Technology's Honors Luncheon. Hall. who 
majored in physics and mathematics. has been accepted to graduate school at Virginia Polytechnic 
Institute and State University. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC A WARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various depanments. Donna J. Moore, Mays Lick senior, was recognized as the 
Outstanding Graduating Student Mathematics Teaching and Outstanding Statistics Student in the 
Depanment oflndustrial Education and Technology. The presentation was made by Dr. C. 
Rodger Hammons, left, depanment chair, during the College of Science and Tec\mology's 
Honors Luncheon. A math major with a statistics minor, Moore completed a Bachelor of Science 
degree with honors in December. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC A WARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week. Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Christopher N. Preece, Inez senior, was recognized as the 
Outstanding Radiologic Technology Student and Outstanding Undergraduate Student in the 
Department of Nursing and Allied Health Sciences. The presentation was made by Dr. Betty M. 
Porter, left, department chair. during the College of Science and Technology's Honors Luncheon. 
Preece. a graduate qf Sheldon Clark High School, will be continuing his education in the fall, 
preparing for the advanced imaging tracks in the new Baccalaureate Radiologic Sciences 
Program. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC A WARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week. Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Lacey A. Hart Williams, Mt. Sterling senior, was recognized 
as the Outstanding Baccalaureate Nursing Student in the Department of Nursing and Allied 
Health Sciences. The presentation was made by Dr. Betty M. Porter, left, department chair, 
during the College of Science and Technology's Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC A WARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week. Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Christine L. McKinney, Ashland senior, was recognized as 
the Outstanding RN Track Student in the Department of Nursing and Allied Health Sciences. The 
presentation was made by Dr. Betty M. Porter. left. department chair, during the College of 
Science and Technology's Honors Luncheon. McKinney, who earned an associate degree in 
nursing from Ashland Community College, completed the bachelor's degree while working full-
time as a registered nurse. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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May 1, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
ASHLAND, Ky.---Morehead State University's Ashland Small Business Development 
Center will offer a pre-business orientation for veterans on Wednesday, May 10. 
The seminar, designed for veterans interested in starting a small business, will run from 
1 to 3:30p.m. at MSU's Ashland Extended Campus Center, at 1401 Winchester Ave. in Ashland. 
There is no cost for the seminar. Because of limited seating, pre-registration is necessary. 
Topics to be covered include business planning, types of business opportunities, site 
selection, types of business organizations, licensing and permit requirements, financial planning, 
loan options and veteran assistance programs. 
All training programs, sponsored or co-sponsored by SBDC, are available to all 
individuals without regard to race, color, sex, creed or national origin. Special arrangements for 
the disabled will be made if requested in advance. 
Additional information and registration are available by calling the Ashland SBDC office 
at (606) 329-8011 
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ERNIE THACKER AND ROUTE 23 TO PERFORM AT ANNIVERSARY CONCERT 
WMKY 90.3 FM, Morehead State University's public radio station, will host a 35th anniversary 
Bluegrass concert on Sunday, July 2, at Cave Run Lake near Morehead. Ernie Thacker and 
Route 23 will be among those providing the entertainment at the Twin Knobs campground, from 
1 to 10 p.m. The free COI]Cert is sponsored by the Morehead Recreation, Tourism and Convention 
Commission and the Poppy Mountain Bluegrass Music Festival that booked the acts for the 
show. Additional information is available by calling (606) 783-2001. '1Yl hl)/ul4f~~ 
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DE DE THACKER TO PERFORM AT ANNIVERSARY CONCERT 
WMKY 90.3 FM, Morehead State University's public radio station, will host a 35th anniversary 
Bluegrass concert on Sunday, July 2, at Cave Run Lake near Morehead. De De Thacker of De 
De Thacker and Teenage Grass will be among those providing the entertainment at the Twin 
Knobs campground, from 1 to 10 p.m. The free concert is sponsored by the Morehead 
Recreation, Tourism and Convention Commission and the Poppy Mountain Bluegrass Music 
Festival that booked the acts for the show. Additional information is available by calling (606) 
783-200 l. 
(MSU photo) 
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Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
IDGHLIGHTS AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
(May 7-13) 
Sunday. May 7 
Eagle Baseball: MSU vs. University of Tennessee at Martin, Sonny· Allen Field, 3:30p.m., free. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2882. 
Senior recital: Jessica Sergent, saxophone, Duncan Recital Hall, Baird Music Hall, 5 p.m., free. 
Additional information' (606) 783-2473. 
Saturday. May 13 
Pure Bred Boer Goat Sale, Derrickson Agricultural Complex, 1 p.m. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2671. 
#### 
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May2, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Free medical examinations will be offered to children who plan to 
attend the National Youth Sports Program, which runs from June 21 to July 28 on the Morehead. 
State University campus. 
The medical exams will be conducted in 430 Reed Hall from 9 a.m. to noon, Saturday, 
May 13. 
Additional information is available by contacting Christine Thornsberry at (606) 783-2259 
or (606) 783-5168. 
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Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
May 2 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's Department of Health Physical 
Education and Recreation will host the National Youth Sports Program, June 21-July 28, on the 
campus. 
The program is available to 275 participants who are age 10-16 years and live within a 
I 0-county radius of Morehead. The camp operates under federal guidelines, the same as those of 
public school food service programs. All children will be served the same meals at no charge 
regardless of race, color, national origin, age, sex or disability. 
The following federal income scale is the current family-size and income criteria used in 
determining the eligibility of free meal service to children at camp sites: 
FAMILY SIZE FREE MEALS REDUCED PRICE MEALS 
MONTHLY YEARLY MONTHLY YEARLY 
I $0-893 $0-10,712 $894-1,271 $10,713-15,244 
2 $0-1,199 $0-14,378 $1,200-1,706 $14,379-20,461 
3 $0-1,504 $0-18,044 $1,505-2,140 $18,045-25,678 
4 $0-1,810 $0-21,710 $1,811-2,575 $21,711-30,895 
5 $0-2,115 $0-25,376 $2,116-3,010 $25,377-36,112 
6 $0-2,421 $0-29,042 $2,422-3,445 $29,043-41,329 
7 $0-2,726 $0-32,708 $2,727-3,879 $32,709-46,546 
8 $0-3,032 $0-36,374 $3,033-4,314 $36,375-51,763 
For each additional family 
member, add $306 $3,666 $435 $5,217 
Additional information on the program is available by calling Christine Thornsberry at 
(606) 783-2259 or (606) 783-5!68. 
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News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
May2, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELESE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Louis M. (Sonny) Jones of Versailles has been re-elected to a fifth 
one-year term as chair of Morehead State University's Board of Regents. 
Appointed to the board in 1992, Jones served as the board's vice chair before being 
named chair in 1996. 
An account executive with United Health Care of Kentucky, he is a former owner/partner 
in Jones Brothers Farming and a founding director of Citizens Commerce National Bank of 
Versailles. 
A native of Midway, he earned his baccalaureate degree in sociology with a minor in 
history from MSU., Jones is a past president of the MSU Alumni Association and a former 
member of the MSU Foundation, Inc. 
A member of the Midway Christian Church, he is married to the former J oretta Guthrie. 
He and his wife are the parents of a son, Mitchell. 
Also re-elected as officers ofMSU's board are Buckner Hinkle Jr. of Lexington, vice 
chair, and Carol Johnson of Morehead, secretary. Porter Dailey of Morehead was reappointed as 
treasurer. 
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May2, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Louis M. (Sonny) Jones of Versailles has been re-elected as chair of 
Morehead State University's Board of Regents. 
Appointed to the board in 1992, Jones served as the board's vice chair before being 
. named chair in 1996. He is an account executive with United Health Care of Kentucky. 
Also re-elected was Buckner Hinkle Jr. of Lexington, a partner in the law office of Stites 
& Harbison in Lexington, vice chair. Carol Johnson of Morehead, was named secretary and 
Porter Dailey of Morehead was reappointed as treasurer. 
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Media 
Advisory 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 
University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
EVENT: MSU'S SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
DATE: Saturday, May 6, 2000 
TIME: 10:30 a.m. 
SITE: Academic-Athletic Center 
DEGREE CANDIDATES: More than 800 undergraduate and graduate candidates for 
degrees to be conferred by MSU President Ronald G. Eaglin. 
HONORARY DEGREES: The Honorary Doctor of Public Service degree will be presented 
to: 
STUDENT SPEAKER: 
5-2-00py 
Dr. Paul F. Maddox of Campton, who has been providing 
the medical needs of families in Wolfe and the surrounding 
counties for nearly 47 years and the 1999 National Country Doctor 
of the Year 
. Monsignor Ralph W. Beiting of Louisa, who has served as a 
Roman Catholic priest for 50 years in Eastern Kentucky and is the 
founder of the Christian Appalachian Project. 
Brandon Michael Stumbo of McDowell, the son oflvan 
and Wanda Stumbo and a candidate for the Bachelor of 
Business Administration degree. 
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May2, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's Small Business Development Center 
will present several workshops for small business entrepreneurs in the corning weeks. 
On Friday, May 12, the workshop, "Roadmap to the Internet" will run from 3 to 5 p.m. at 
312 Combs Building on campus. There is a $10 fee to attend. 
The session, "Home Based Business (A Woman's Guide)," will run from 10 a.m. to noon 
at the Kentucky Folk Art Center on Monday, May 22. The cost is $5. 
During National Small Business Week, two seminars will be offered on Thursday, May 25. 
An "E-cornmerce Seminar" will run from I 0 a.m. to noon in the Riggle Room, second floor, 
Adron Doran University Center; and a "Web Development Seminar" will run from 1:30 to 
3:30p.m. in 301 Combs Building on campus. There is a $15 fee for the seminars and it includes 
all Small Business Week Events. Breakfast will be served at 8:30a.m. at the Commonwealth 
Room, third floor, ADUC. 
All workshops are open to the public. Because oflirnited seating, pre-registration is 
necessary. 
Training programs, sponsored or co-sponsored by SBDC, are available to all individuals 
without regard to race, color, sex, creed or national origin. Special arrangements for the disabled 
will be made if requested in advance. 
Additional information and registration are available by calling the SBDC office at 
(606) 783-2895. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Students from Rowan County Senior High School were among the 
participants in Morehead State University's Regional Foreign Language Festival. 
First, second and third place winners in German, Latin and Russian and first and second 
place winners in Spanish and French will compete in the state competition at the University of 
Kentucky, May 13. 
Individual winners in the various languages were: 
Spanish 
Loretta Iwu, recitation of a literature passage, level I, first place. 
Sarah Newton, recitation of a literature passage, level I, second place. 
Iwu and Newton, oral proficiency, level I, first place. 
Amanda Deerfield, recitation of a literature passage, level II, second place. 
Mehrnoush Zagari, recitation of a literature passage, level II, third place. 
Greg Scott, recitation of a literature passage, level IV, first place. 
Laura Ward, oral reading, level I, third place. 
Drew Gray, oral reading, level II, third place. 
Colleen McCormick, oral reading, level rti, third place. 
Laura Haywood, frameable art, watercolor, etc., first place. 
French 
Molly Dahlberg, recitation of a literature passage, level I, first place. 
Amanda Day, recitation of a literature passage, level I, second place. 
. Bethany Adams, recitation of a literature passage, level I, third place; oral reading, level I, 
second place. 
Kelli Trent, recitation of a literature passage, level II, first place. 
Allison Ruth, recitation of a literature passage, level II, second place. 
Amy Stevens, recitation of a literature passage, level II, third place; oral reading, 
level II, second place. 
Kellie Collins, recitation of a literature passage, level III, second place. 
(MORE) 
Foreign Language Festival 
2-2-2-2 
Mariah Smith, recitation of a literature passage, level ill, third place; oral reading, level ill, 
first place. 
Nicki Lowe, oral reading, level I, first place. 
Lauren Abner, oral reading, level I, third place. 
Dahlberg and Abner, oral proficiency, level I, second place. 
Joe Weigel and Chad Tranunel, oral proficiency, level II, third place. 
Austin Lim, granunar/vocabulary/culture, level I, first place. 
Daphne Adkins, granunar/vocabulary/culture, level ill, first place. 
Laura Franzini, Allisno Ruth, Rebecah Smith, construction model group, first place. 
Miranda Ison, realia individual games, first place. 
Michael Fouch and Derek Howard, realia group games, third place. 
Ryan Lewis, Michael Secor and Michael Albert, realia group other, second place. 
Brandon Armstrong, realia individual other, second place . 
. #### 
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May4, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Students from Johnson Central High School were among the 
participants in Morehead State University's Regional Foreign Language Festival. 
(606) 783-2030 
First, second and third place winners in German, Latin and Russian and first and second 
place winners in Spanish and French will compete in the state competition at the University of 
Kentucky, May 13. 
Individual winners in the various languages were: 
Spanish 
Stephanie Lemaster, recitation of a literature passage, level II, first place. 
Amanda Howell, oral reading, level I, first place. 
Brianne Jarvis, oral reading, level II, first place; listening proficiency, level II, first place. 
Swathi Rao and Laura Wells, oral proficiency, level I, third place. 
Wells, grammar/vocabulary/culture, level I, second place. 
David Simpson, listening proficiency, level II, third place. 
Ashley Bostic, listening, level III, third place. 
Jerry O'Brian, frameable art, oil, acrylic, first place. 
Sarah Sparks, traditional costume, first place. 
Tommy McKenzie, David Wilson, Christina Fairchild and Terry O'Brien, realia group games, 
second place. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Students from Boyd County schools were among the participants in 
Morehead State University's Regional Foreign Language Festival. 
First, second and third place winners in German, Latin and Russian and first and second 
place winners in Spanish and French will compete in the state competition at the University of 
Kentucky, May 13. 
Individual winners in the various languages were: 
Boyd County High School 
Spanish 
Randa Hicks, recitation of a literature passage, level V, first place. 
Deborah Aparicio, recitation of a literature passage, native, first place. 
Abigail Malik, recitation of a literature passage, level IV, third place. 
Sara Becker, oral reading, level IV, second place. 
Shannon Roe, oral reading, level V, first place. 
Randa Hicks, oral reading, level V, second place. 
Sara Becker and Roe, dialogue, first place. 
Twelve students, group drama, first place. 
Brandon Serrano, listening proficiency, level ll, second place. 
Jarred Patrick, construction model, individual, first place. 
J.D. Wright, realia individual games, first place. 
Kayla Mullins, Megan Caines, Tabitha King, Paula Williams, realia group, other, third place. 
Sara Sorrell, frameable art, watercolor, etc., first place. 
Fourteen students, chorus, first place. 
French 
Ashley Wells, oral reading, level IV, second place. 
German 
Maura Howell, recitation of a literature passage, level I, second place. 
Amanda Williams, recitation of a literature passage, level I, third place. 
(MORE) 
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Brandon Williams, recitation of a literature passage, level II, first place. 
Jessie Hicks, recitation of a literature passage, level IV, first place; oral reading, level IV, 
first place. 
Steve Wells, oral reading, level II, first place. 
Brandon Wellman, oral reading, level II, second place. 
Mary Miles, oral reading, level III, first place. 
Leigh Ann Weinfurtner, oral reading, level IV, second place. 
Joey Roman and Cayce Moore, oral proficiency, level I, first place. 
Maury Howell and Tyler McClelland, oral proficiency, level I, second place. 
McClelland, listening proficiency, level I, second place. 
Kristyn Savage, listening proficiency, level III, first place. 
Kim Blevins, listening proficiency, level IV, first place. 
Howell, grammar/vocabulary/culture/, level I, first place. 
Jay Roman, grammar/vocabulary/culture, level I, second place. 
David Gray, grammar/vocabulary/culture, level III, first place. 
Ten students, group drama, first place. 
Six students, chorus, first place. 
Latin 
John Bayes, oral reading, level IV, first place. 
Paul Blazer High School 
Spauish 
Brandon Music, recitation of a literature passage, level I, third place. 
Audrea Hackney, recitation of a literature passage, level III, first place. 
Jessica Hewitt, recitation of a literature passage, level III, second place. 
Catie Church, recitation of a literature passage, level III, third place. 
Ashleigh Qualls, recitation of literature passage, level IV, second place. 
Amanda Davis, oral reading, level II, second place. 
Laura Byrne, oral reading, level IV, first place. 
Joe Eaton, oral reading, level III, first place. 
Kathryn Davis and Billy McGuire, oral proficiency, level II, third place. 
Andrew Vogt and Josh Davis, oral proficiency, level III, first place. 
(MORE) 
Foreign Language Festival 
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Debra Withers and David Charles, oral proficiency, level III, second place. 
Laura Byrne and Quoc Nguyen, oral proficiency, level IV, first place. 
Derek Gray, listening proficiency, level III, first place. 
Ashley Layman, listening proficiency, level IV, first place. 
Taylor Vaughn, grammar/vocabulary/culture, level IT, first place. 
Andrew Roberts, grammar/vocabulary/culture, level II, second place. 
Julia Vice, grammar/vocabulary/culture, level III, second place. 
Josh Miller, grammar/vocabulary/culture, level IV, first place. 
Benjun Darning, grammar/vocabulary/culture, level IV, second place. 
Beth Eaton, grammar/vocabulary/culture, level IV, third place. 
Emily Hunt and Rachel Sanders, construction model, first place. 
Rebecca Colley, Derek Kepler, Michael Cieraszynski and Tiffany Fugitt, construction model, 
third place. 
Mackenzie Thompson, construction model, individual, second place. 
Megan Scott, construction model, individual, third place. 
Cynthia Kelly, frameable art, oil, acrylic, second place. 
Katie Dixon, frameable art, oil, acrylic, third place. 
Leo Ranjo, frameable art, watercolor, etc., second place. 
Allison Dixon, frameable art, watercolor, etc., third place. 
Annie Layne, Chris Ewing and Josh Duley, realia group games, first place. 
Latonda Jackson, period costume, first place. 
Courtney Shaffer, period costume, second place. 
Mattie Kountz, period costume, third place. 
Kenna Hanni, traditional costume, second place. 
Several students, chorus, second place. 
French 
Eileen Duggan, recitation of literature passage, level IV, first place. 
Taylor Ross, oral reading, level III, second place. 
Jessica Towse, oral reading, level IV, first place. 
Julia Tarr and Kathryn Davis, oral proficiency, level I, third place. 
Kelli Southers and Zach Stumbo, oral proficiency, level II, second place. 
Beth Eaton and Jenni Hill, oral proficiency, level IV, first place. 
(MORE) 
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Katie Adams, listening proficiency, level ill, first place. 
Lori Stafford, listening proficiency, level ill, second place. 
Eileen Duggan, listening proficiency, level IV, first place. 
Eaton, grammar/vocabulary/culture, level IV, first place. 
Thirteen students, realia group video, first place. 
Brittany Greene, construction, individual, second place. 
Whitney Hunter, construction, individual, third place. 
Latin 
Amanda Edwards, realia individual, other, first place; Roman costumes, first place. 
Justin Dixon, realia video, first place. 
Boyd County Middle School 
Spanish 
Chase Serrano, oral reading, first place. 
Travis Clark, Ernilee Young, Jessee Easterling and Serrano, realia group games, first place. 
Jennifer Blauvett, Missy Krepsik, Mike Webster and Audra McCue, realia group games, 
second place. 
Elizabeth Reeves, Danielle Clark, Ashley Revely, Leanna Cooper, realia group, other, first place. 
Amy Stevens, frameable art, watercolor, etc., first place. 
Travis Clark, frameable art, watercolor, etc., second place. 
Holy Family Middle School 
Spanish 
Tommy Gillespie, recitation of a literature passage, level I, first place. 
Nina Mecca, recitation of a literature passage, level I, second place. 
Emily Saltz, recitation of a literature passage, level I, third place 
Sean Mace, oral reading, level I, second place. 
Brandon Wall, oral reading, level I, third place. 
Kevin Duggan, listening proficiency, level I, first place; grammar/vocabulary/culture, level I, 
first place. 
Vanessa Trujillo and Michelle Stapieton, realia group other, second place. 
Nick Mecca; Andrew Norman; Sonny Hughes; Kyle Hershberger, construction model group, 
first place. 
(MORE) 
Foreign Language Festival 
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Josh Adams and Wall, construction model group, second place. 
Ali Chandler, frameable art, oil, acrylic, first place. 
Trujillo, frameable art, oil, acrylic, third place. 
York Sammons, frameable art, watercolor, etc., third place. 
Eight students, chorus, first place. 
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May4, 2000 
FOR IMJ\1EDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Students from Sheldon Clark High School were among the 
participants in Morehead State University's Regional Foreign Language Festival. 
(606) 783-2030 
First, second and third place winners in German, Latin and Russian and first and second 
place winners in Spanish and French will compete in the state competition at the University of 
Kentucky, May 13. 
Individual winners in the various languages were: 
Spanish 
Analyse McCoy, oral reading, level I, second place. 
Shane Meade, listening proficiency, level I, third place. 
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May4, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Students from Paintsville High School were among the participants 
in Morehead State University's Regional Foreign Language Festival. 
First, second and third place winners in German, Latin and Russian and first and second 
place winners in Spanish and French will compete in the state competition ·at the University of 
Kentucky, May 13. 
Individual winners in the various languages were: 
Spanish 
Lensae VanHoose, oral reading, level Ill, second place. 
Saskia Collen and Lucinda Castle, oral proficiency, level I, second place. 
Melissa Philpott and Yolanda Puig, oral proficiency, level ll, first place. 
Preston Combs and Arnir Akhlaghi, oral proficiency, level ll, second place. 
Ginny Fuller, grammar/vocabulary/culture, level I, third place. 
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May4, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Students from McCreary County High School were among the 
participants in Morehead State University's Regional Foreign Language Festival. 
First, second and third place winners in German, Latin and Russian and first and second 
place winners in Spanish and French will compete in the state competition at the University of 
Kentucky, May 13. 
Individual winners in the various languages were: 
Spanish 
Iseah Terry, listening proficiency, level I, first place. 
Kim McDonald, listening proficiency, level I, second place; grammar/vocabulary/culture, level I, 
first place. 
Chase Wilson, listening proficiency, level III, second place; grammar/vocabulary/culture, 
level III, first place. 
Debbie Baird, grammar/vocabulary/culture, level II, third place. 
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FOR Il\1MEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Students from Bath County High School were among the 
participants in Morehead State University's Regional Foreign Language Festival. 
(606) 783-2030 
First, second and third place winners in German, Latin and Russian and first and second 
place winners in Spanish and French will compete in the state competition at the University of 
Kentucky, May 13. 
Individual winners in the various languages were: 
Spanish 
Katie Hovermale, John Catchings, Alex Williams, Stacey Gross, Ashley Frizzell 
and Jennifer Rison, realia group video, first place. 
There was no competition at the regional level, however, the following students will 
advance to the state competition: 
Russian 
Sheena Thompson, recitation of a literature passage, level I; grammar/vocabulary/culture, level I. 
Erin Donovan, recitation of a literature passage, level I; oral reading, level I. 
Candy Williamson, recitation of a literature passage, level I; traditional costumes. 
Leah Biel, recitation of a literature passage, level II; oral reading, level II; realia individual, 
other. 
Chris Helton, recitation of a literature passage, level IV; oral reading, level IV; realia individual, 
other. 
Steven Farley, recitation of a literature passage, level IV; oral reading, level IV; listening 
proficiency, level IV; grammar/vocabulary/culture, level IV. 
Britt Ingram, oral reading, level III; listening proficiency, level III; grammar/vocabulary/culture, 
level III. 
James Armstrong, oral reading, level IV; listening proficiency, level IV; 
grammar/vocabulary/culture, level IV. 
(MORE) 
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Valerie Shankland, listening proficiency, level III; grammar/vocabulary/culture, level II; 
realia, individual, other. 
Thompson, Donovan and Williamson, construction models. 
Nine students, chorus. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Students from Fleming County were among the participants in 
Morehead State University's Regional Foreign Langliage Festival. 
First, second and third place winners in German, Latin and Russian and first and second 
place winners in Spanish and French will compete in the state competition at the University of 
Kentucky, May 13. 
Individual winners in the various languages were: 
Fleming County High School 
Spanish 
Sara Dunigan and Mandy Doyle, realia group games, third place. 
Sarah Gross, Lindsay Palmer, Tosha Helterbrand and Hannah Cartmell, construction models, 
second place. 
French 
Sarah Kielman, recitation of a literature passage, level III, first place. 
Meredith Collins, recitation of a literature passage, level V, first place; oral reading, level V, 
first place. 
Nicole Adkins and Venessa Johnson, oral proficiency, level I, first place. 
Cara Himes and Cullen Stanfield, oral proficiency, level III, third place. 
Robbie Dials, Josh Rigdon, Whitney Kielman and Patrick Hardin, realia group games, first place. 
Misty Gosset, Jessica Harris, Jennifer Thacker and Stephanie Helphenstine, realia group, other, 
first place. 
Jason Donelson, Jonathan Gooding, Allison Hammonds, Tiffany Jandro and Darrin Pettit, 
realia group games, second place. 
Leslie Spencer, realia individual, other, first place. 
Kasey Doyle, Sarah Kielman, Robyn Lykins and Jana Mattox, construction, second place. 
Kenton Wheeler, frameable, watercolor, etc., second place. 
Jana Mattox, frameable, watercolor, etc., third"place. 
Rebecca Wigginton, period costumes, third place. 
(MORE) 
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Simons Middle School 
' French 
Jenna Gulley, recitation of a literature passage, first place. 
Kathryn Gray, oral reading, first place. 
Jill Perkins, oral reading, second place. 
Courtney Clark and Lindsey Crump, oral proficiency, first place. 
Allyson Faris and Miranda Marshall, oral proficiency, second place. 
Heather Barton and Rachel Dyer, realia group games, first place 
Jessica Davis, realia individual games, first place. 
Stephen Spencer and Tyler Ginn, construction, third place. 
Amber Kielman, frameable art, watercolor, etc., first place. 
Tiffany Mouser, frameable art, watercolor, etc., second place. 
Jamie McDonald, period costumes, second place. 
Amber Kielman, period costumes, third place. 
Jessica Engle, traditional costumes, first place. 
Miranda Marshall, traditional costumes, second place. 
Twenty students, chorus, first place. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Students from East Carter High School were among the participants 
in Morehead State University's Regional Foreign Language Festival. 
First, second and third place winners in German, Latin and Russian and first and second 
place winners in Spanish and French will compete in the state competition at the University of 
Kentucky, May 13. 
Individual winners in the various languages were: 
French 
Paul Golightly, oral reading, level III, third place. 
Jared Gibson and Noah Snyder, oral proficiency, level II, first place. 
Nathan Lawson and Andy Lewis, oral proficiency, level III, first place. 
Ashley Damron and Erica McGlone, oral proficiency, level III, second place. 
Jason Walker, listening proficiency, level I, first place. 
Brian Sexton, listening proficiency, level II, first place. 
Vonda Gullett and Trista Moore, realia group games, third place. 
Maria Parsons and Shannon Norton, construction, third place. 
Carrie Shaffer, frameable art, oil, acrylic, second place. 
Jeniah Daniels, frameable art, art, acrylic, third place. 
Felicia Laird, period costumes, first place. 
Trista Moore, period costumes, second place. 
Twenty-five students, chorus, first place. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Students from Greenup County High School were among the 
participants in Morehead State University's Regional Foreign Language Festival. 
First, second and third place winners in German, Latin and Russian and first and second 
place winners in Spanish and French will compete in the state competition at the University of 
Kentucky, May 13. 
Individual winners in the various languages were: 
French 
Terri Fyffe, oral reading, third place. 
Randi Erwin, frameable art, oil, acrylic, first place. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Students from Menifee County High School were among the 
participants in Morehead State University's Regional Foreign Language Festival. 
(606) 783-2030 
First, second and third place winners in German, Latin and Russian and first and second 
place winners in Spanish and French will compete in the state competition at the University of 
Kentucky, May 13. 
Individual winners in the various languages were: 
German 
Emily Peck, oral reading, level I, first place. 
Rebakah Brown, oral reading, level I, second place. 
Amanda Ferrell, oral reading, level II, third place; listening proficiency, level II, first place. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Students from Buckhorn High School were among the participants 
in Morehead State University's Regional Foreign Language Festival. 
First, second and third place winners in German, Latin and Russian and first and second 
place winners in Spanish and French will compete in the state competition at the University of 
Kentucky, May 13. 
Individual winners in the various languages were: 
German 
Mindy Miller, recitation of a literature passage, level I, first place. 
Michael Mcintosh, oral reading, level I, third place; listening proficiency, level I, first place; 
grammar/vocabulary/culture, level I, third place. 
Latin 
Tina Sandlin, recitation of a literature passage, level II, first place; frameable art, 
watercolor, etc., first place. 
Daryl Swartzentruber, derivatives and vocabulary, level II, first place. 
Michael J. Mcintosh, derivatives and vocabulary, level III, first place. 
Ollie Combs and Mcintosh, construction group, first place. 
J ohnathan Smith, frameable art, watercolor, etc., second place. 
Chad Abner, Tracy Cole and Swartzentruber, realia group games, first place. 
Frances Nobel and Arizona Vires, realia group games, second place. 
Courtney Johnson, Kerra Kloth and Shonda Sizemore, realia group other, first place. 
Julia Gay and Estefana Taylor, realia group other, second place. 
Veronica Colwell and Juanita Grigsby, construction, second place. 
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May4, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Students from Raceland Middle School were among the participants 
in Morehead State Universicy's Regional Foreign Language Festival. 
First, second and third place winners in German, Latin and Russian and first and second 
place winners in Spanish and French will compete in the state competition at the University of 
Kentucky, May 13. 
Individual winners in the various languages were: 
Spanish 
Ryan Wells, frameable art, oil, acrylic, second place. 
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ECHS STUDENT BOUND FOR STATE FINALS 
East Carter High School student Felicia Laird, left, was the first place winner in French period 
costume during Morehead State University's Regional Foreign Language Festival. With her is 
Dr. Mary C. Collins of Huntington, W.Va., former clothing and textiles instructor at MSU, who 
judged the competition. Laird's costume will advance to the state level competition which will 
be held at the University of Kentucky on May 13. She is a student of ECHS teacher Debra 
McDaniel. 
(MSU photo by David R. Collins) 
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PBHS STl'DENT BOli:'\D FOR ST.-HE FINALS 
Paul Blazer High School student Amanda Edwards was the tirst place winner in Latin period 
.:ostume dunng :VIorehead State I ·niversn\· 'Regional Foreign Language FestivaL Edwards 
c:ostume will advance to the state level c:ompewion which will be held at the l'niversitv of 
Kentuc:kv on \1av 13 She is a student of PAHS teacher Sherr\· Pa\·ne. 
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May 6, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.-The race at Morehead State University took some four years and others five 
to complete; but they were all winners at the University's commencement exercises today. 
There were congratulations, laughter and tears as spouses and children, parents and grandparents 
and other family members and friends showed their support for the more than 800 graduate and 
undergraduates who were degree candidates. 
In his remarks, student speaker Brandon Michael Stumbo encouraged his classmates to go 
forward and continue to make a difference. ''We each made a difference, whether it was high profile, like 
serving as a student government representative, or something less public, like smiling at a stranger on 
campus on a day that he or she really needed one. The differences we have made are embedded in the 
lives of those around us as well as our own," he said. 
Describing the time as "standing on the threshold of an exciting world of endless possibilities," 
Stumbo asked that his peers "not forget the lessons that we have learned from our University experience. 
Improve the lives of those around us as we enter the business, education and government settings of 
tomorrow. Make sacrifices of high profile, join civic groups, feed those in poverty and protect the 
environment," he said, noting that while doing that, "one should make less public differences that are just 
as powerful, such as telling our children that we love them when we kiss them goodnight." 
Stumbo noted that he was appreciative of modem technology, like pagers, cell phones and the 
World Wide Web. When he moves to Lexington next week to start his career, he can remain in contact 
with his family because of the Internet. The son oflvan and Wanda Stumbo of McDowell, he completed 
a Bachelor of Business Administration degree as an accounting major and has accepted a position with 
Ashland Inc., as an internal auditor. 
"The Internet will allow us to make a difference in hometowns that we love so much, even though 
we're no longer there," Stumbo said. 
Also during the ceremonies, two Eastern Kentucky humanitarians were presented 
honorary Doctor of Public Service degrees: Monsignor Ralph W. Beiting of Louisa, founder of 
the Christian Appalachian Project who has served as a Roman Catholic priest in Eastern 
Kentucky for 50 years, and Dr. Paul F. Maddox of Campton, a family medical practitioner in 
Wolfe County for nearly 47 years who was named America's 1999 Country Doctor of the Year. 
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May 5, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Students enrolled in Morehead State University's Caudill College of 
Humanities were recognized for academic excellence at the college's Honors Luncheon, a part of the 
University's Academic Awards Week held recently. 
Each department within the college presented academic, scholastic and achievement awards to 
outstanding individuals. 
Recognized from the Department of Art were: Edith Naomi Sheehan, Morehead senior, 
Outstanding Undergraduate Student; Denise Fernandez of Malaysia, Outstanding Graduate Student; Kelly 
Brown of Louisville and Melissa Turner of Flatwoods, Outstanding Freshmen; Amanda Fleshman of 
West Liberty, Outstanding sophomore; Arnie Tanguay of Gorham, N.H., J. E. Duncan Junior 
Scholarship; and Aimie Lockwood of Clearfield, Outstanding Senior. 
Honored from the Department of Communications were: AJexa Woell, Muelheim/Ruhr, Germany 
senior, Outstanding Undergraduate Student and Outstanding Student in Mass Media; Russell C. 'Tres" 
Dean of Tutor Key, Outstanding Graduate Student and Outstanding Graduate Student in Theatre; Carla 
McCleese, Flemingsburg senior, Outstanding Student with an Emphasis in Journalism News; Elizabeth 
Crace, Oil Springs senior, Outstanding Student with an Emphasis in Journalism Editing; Joshua Hickle, 
South Shore senior, Outstanding Student with an Emphasis in Advertising; Cara Goetz, Villa Hills senior, 
Outstanding Student with an Emphasis in Public Relations; Pope Cudd, Georgetown senior, Outstanding 
student with an Emphasis in Electronic Media News; Joshua White, Somerset senior, Outstanding Student 
with an Emphasis in Electronic Media Video Production; Brandi Banfield, Eaton, Ohio, senior, 
Outstanding Student with an Emphasis in Electronic Media Audio Production; Sandra Tinajero, Quito, 
Ecuador, senior, Outstanding Student in Mass Media; Nick Benyo, Louisville senior, Outstanding Student 
Majoring in Speech Communication; and Lisa Hays, McKee senior, Outstanding Student Majoring in 
Theatre. 
Co-curricular awards honorees were: Emily Moses, Cynthiana senior, Outstanding Trail Blazer 
News-Editorial Student; Erin Woods, Meally senior, Outstanding Trail Blazer Advertising Student; Tami 
Stadelmann, Alexandria senior, Outstanding NewsCenter student; Phil Ponder, Crittenden senior, 
Outstanding Theatre Production Student; and Angel Skipwith, Louisville senior, Outstanding Speech Team 
Student. 
(MORE) 
Humanities Honors Luncheon 
2-2-2-2 
The Department of English, Foreign Languages and Philosophy recognized: Michael Slone, 
Morehead senior, Outstanding Undergraduate Student and Outstanding Student in Philosophy; Matthew 
Branham oflnez, Outstanding Graduate Student; Jennifer Sinunons, Sandy Hook senior, Outstanding 
Student in English; Sarah Weekley, Miamisburg, Ohio, senior, Outstanding Student in Spanish; and 
Vanessa Antkiw, Ontario, Canada junior, Outstanding Student in French. 
The Department of Geography, Govenunent, and History presented awards to LeeR. Remington, 
Mt. Washington senior, Outstanding Undergraduate Student and Roscoe and Sibbie Playforth Award; 
Amy Kelly, Mt. Sterling junior, Edwa and Allie Young Award; Susie Savard, Deniston senior, 
Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Geography; Wiza Kaira, Lexington senior, Outstanding 
Undergraduate Student in Government; Rick Sargent, Clearfield senior, Outs~ding Undergraduate 
Student in History; Barbara Spradlin, Prestonsburg senior, Outstanding Undergraduate Student in 
Paralegal Studies; Holly Salyers, Riverside, Ohio, junior; Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Social 
Sciences; Amber Fogle, Berry senior, George T. Young Award in History; Eric Bailey, Hindman 
sophomore, George Burgess Award; and Matt Collins, Fort Wright senior, Professor Victor Howard 
Senior Theses Award. 
Recognized from the Dep:,trtment of Music were: Kyle Dixon, Greenup senior, Outstanding 
Undergraduate Student; Melia Thompson of Pikeville, Outstanding Graduate Student; Amanda Layne, 
Raccoon senior, Sigma Alpha Iota Outstanding College Honor Award; Julie Ackman, Falmouth senior, 
Sigma Alpha Iota Scholastic Award and Ray Ross, Sr. Memorial Award; Laura Gabbard, Mt. Sterling 
senior, Edwa Peters Young Award; Jinuny Shepherd, Prestonsburg senior, Helen Fulbright Music 
Education Citation; Tim Wingate, Morehead senior; Jamey Aebersold Jazz Award; Sarah Weekley, 
Miamisburg, Ohio, senior, Mary Lynne Albers Memorial Scholarship Award; Michelle Napier, Compton 
senior, Martha Coffelt Memorial Scholarship Award; and David Brashear, Jeff junior, A. Frank and Bethel 
C. Gallaher Memorial Music Performance Competition. 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSli 
During the recent Academic Awards Week. Morehead State Universitv honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Kelly Brown of Louisvill~ was recognized as an Outstanding 
Freshman in the Department of Art. Robert Franzini. right. department chair, made the 
presentation at the Caudill College of Humanities Honors Luncheon 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Melissa Turner of Flatwoods was recognized as an 
Outstanding Freshman in the Department of Art. Robert Franzini, right, department chair, made 
the presentation at the Caudill College of Humanities Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSll 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Arnie Tanguay of Gorham. N.H .. was recognized'with the J 
E. Duncan Junior Scholarship Award in the Department of Art. Robert Franzini, right, department 
chair, made the presentation at the Caudill College of Humanities Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week. Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Aimie Lockwood of Morehead was recognized as an 
Outstanding Undergraduate Student in the Department of Art Robert Franzini. right. department 
chair. made the presentation at the Caudill College of Humanities Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSlJ 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Edith Naomi Sheehan of Mor·rhead was recognized as an 
Outstanding Undergraduate Student in the Department of Art Robert Franzini, right, department 
chair, made the presentation at the Caudill College of Humanities Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSll 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Denise Fernandez of Malaysia, was recognized as an 
Outstanding Graduate Student in the Department of Art. Robert. Franzini, right, department chair, 
made the presentation at the Caudill College of Humanities Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various depanments. Carla McCleese, Flemingsburg senior, was recognized as an 
Outstanding Student with an Emphasis in Journalism News in the Depanment of 
Communications. Joan Atkins, right, assistant professor of journalism, made the presentation at 
the Caudill College of Humanities Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MS!l 
During the recent Academic Awards Week. Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Elizabeth Crace. Oil Springs senior. was recognized as an 
Outstanding Student with an Emphasis in Journalism Editing in the Department of 
Communications. Joan Atkins. right. assistant professor of journalism. made the presentation at 
the Caudill College of Humanities Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSll 
During the recent Academic Awards Week. Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various depanments. Joshua Hickle. South Shore senior. was recognized as an 
Outstanding Student with an Emph'asis in Advertising in the Department of Communications. 
Joan Atkins. right. assistant professor of journalism. made the presentation at the Caudill College 
ofHumanities Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSll 
During the recent Academic Awards Week. Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Cara Goetz, Villa Hills senior was recognized as an 
Outstanding Student with an Emphasis in Public Relations in the Department of Communications. 
Joan Atkins, right. assistant professor of journalism. made the presentation at the Caudill College 
of Humanities Honors Luncheon·. Waiting for his turn at the podium was Joshua Hickle, in back, 
South Shore senior. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Erin Woods. Meally senior. was recognized as an 
Outstanding Trail Blazer Advertising Student in the Department of Communications. Joan Atkins. 
right. assistant professor of journalism. made the presentation at the Caudill College of 
Humanities Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various depanments. Emily Moses. Cynthiana senior. was recognized as an 
Outstanding Trail Blazer News-Editorial Student in the Depanment of Communications. Joan 
Atkins, right. assistant professor of journalism. made the presentation at the Caudill College of 
Humanities Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSl" 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Nick Benyo, Louisville senior, was recognized as an 
Outstanding Student Majoring in Speech Communication in the Department of Communications. 
Dr. Janet Kenney. right. department chair. made the presentation at the Caudill College of 
Humanities Honors Luncheon. 
,(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Angel Skipwith, Louisville senior. was recognized as 
Outstanding Speech Team Student in the Department of Communications. Dr. Janet Kenney, 
right, department chair. made the presentation at the Caudill College of Humanities Honors 
Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Lisa Hays, McKee senior. was recognized as an Outstanding 
Student Majoring in Theatre in the Department of Communications. Dr. Janet Kenney, right, 
department chair, made the presentation at the Caudill College of Humanities Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSll 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Phil Ponder, Crittenden senior. was recognized as an 
Outstanding Theatre Production Student in the Department of Communications. Dr. Janet 
Kenney, right. department chair, made the presentation at the Caudill College of Humanities 
Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSll 
During the recent Academic Awards Week. Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Russell C. "Tres" Dean. Tutor Key graduate student, was 
recognized as an Outstanding Graduate Student in the Departmem of Communications. Dr. Janet 
Kenney. right. department chair. made the presentation at the Caudill College of Humanities 
Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSlJ 
During the recent Academic Awards Week. Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Brandi Banfield. Eaton, Ohio, senior was recognized as an 
Outstanding Student with an Emphasis in Electronic Media Audio Production in the Department 
of Communications. Dr. Janet Kenney, right. department chair. made the presentation at the 
Caudill College of Humanities Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week. Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Tami Stadelmann. Alexandria senior. was recognized as an 
Outstanding NewsCenter Student in the Department of Communications. Dr. Janet Kenney. right. 
department chair. made the presentation at the Caudill College of Humanities Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MS!l 
. During the recent Academic Awards Week. Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Pope Cudd, Georgetown senior. was recognized as an 
Outstanding Student with an Emphasis in Electronic Media News in the Department of 
Communications. Dr. Janet Kenney, right. department chair. made the presentation at'the Caudill 
College of Humanities Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week. Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Sandra Tinajero. Quito, Ecuador. senior. was recognized as 
an Outstanding Student in Mass Media in the Department of Communications. Dr. Janet Kenney. 
right. department chair. made the presentation at the Caudill College of Humanities Honors 
Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Alexa Woe!!, Muelheim!Ruhr, Germany, senior, was 
recognized as an Outstanding Student in Mass Media and Outstanding Undergraduate Student in 
the Department of Communications. Dr. Janet Kenney. right. department chair, made the 
presentation at the Caudill College of Humanities Honors Luncheon. 
( 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week. Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Sarah Weekley. Miamisburg. Ohio, senior. was presented 
the Mary Lynne Albers Memorial Scholarship Award by the Department of Music Dr. 
Christopher Gallaher. right. department chair. made the presentation at the Caudill College of 
Humanities Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Melia Thompson of Pikeville, was recognized as the 
Outstanding Graduate Student in Music by the Department of Music. Dr. Christopher Gallaher. 
right. department chair. made the presentation at the Caudill College of Humanities Honors 
Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSll 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Rick Sargent, Clearfield senior. was recognized as the 
Outstanding Undergraduate Student in History in the Department of Geography. Government, 
and History. Dr. Yvonne Baldwin. right. department chair. made the presentation at the Caudill 
College of Humanities Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSlJ 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Amber Fogle, Berry senior. was presented the George T. 
Young Award in History in the Department of Geography. Government, and History. Dr. Yvonne 
Baldwin, right_ department chair, made the presentation at the Caudill College of Humanities 
Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Jennifer Simmons, Sandy Hook senior, was recognized as an 
Outstanding Student in English in the Department of English, Foreign Languages, and 
Philosophy. Dr. Mark Minor. right, department chair. made the presentation at the Caudill 
College of Humanities Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Holly Salyers, Riverside, Ohio. senior, was recognized as 
the Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Social Sciences in the Department of Geography, 
Government, and History. Dr. Yvonne Baldwin. right. department chair. made the presentation at 
the Caudill College of Humanities Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Michael Slone. Morehead senior. was recognized as an 
Outstanding Student in Philosophy in the Department of English. Foreign Languages, and 
Philosophy Dr Mark Minor. right, department chair, made the presentation at the Caudill 
College of Humanities Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Sarah Weekley. Miamisburg, Ohio, senior. was recognized 
as an Outstanding Student in Spanish in the Department of English, Foreign Languages, and 
Philosophy. Dr. Mark Minor. right. department chair, made the presentation at the Caudill 
College of Humanities Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week. Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Matthew Branham of Inez. was recognized as an 
Outstanding Graduate Student in the Department of English. Foreign Languages and Philosophy. 
Dr. Mark Minor. right. department chair. made the presentation at the Caudill College of 
Humanities Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSlJ 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. LeeR. Remington. Mt. Washington senior. was presented 
the Roscoe and Sibbie Playforth Award in the Department of Geography. Government. and 
History. Dr. Yvonne Baldwin. right. department chair. made the presentation at the Caudill 
College of Humanities Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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A~ADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT !\ISll 
During the recent Academic Awards Week. Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Susie Savard, Denniston senior. was recognized as the 
Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Geography by the Department of Geography. Government 
and History. Dr Yvonne Baldwin. right. department chair. made the presentation at the Caudill 
College of Humanities Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week. Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Wiza Kaira. Lexington senior. was recognized as the 
Outstanding Student in Government in the Department of Geography. Government. and History. 
Dr. Yvonne Baldwin. right. department chair. made the presentation at the Caudill College of 
Humanities Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC A WARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Barbara Spradlin, Prestonsburg senior, was recognized as 
the Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Paralegal Studies in the Department of Geography, 
Government and History. Dr. Yvonne Baldwin, right, department chair, made the presentation at 
the Caudill College of Humanities Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSll 
During the recent Academic Awards Week. Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Tim Wingate. Morehead senior. was presented the Jamey 
Aebersold Jazz Award by the Department of Music Dr. Christopher Gallaher. right. department 
chair. made the presentation at the Caudill College of Humanities Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSlJ 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Laura Gabbard. Mt. Sterling junior, was presented the Edwa 
Peters Young Award by the Department of Music Dr. Christopher Gallaher. right. department 
chair. made the presentation at the Caudill College of Humanities Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Julie Ackman. Falmouth senior. was presented the Sigma 
Alpha Iota Scholastic Award and the Ray Ross. Sr. Memorial Award in the Department of Music 
Dr. Christopher Gallaher. right. department chair. made the presentation at the Caudill College of 
Humanities Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSll 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Michelle Napier. Louisa senior. was presented the Martha 
Coffelt Memorial Scholarship by the Department of Music. Dr. Christopher Gallaher, right. 
department chair. made the presentation at the Caudill College of Humanities Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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May 5, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Thanks to a grant of$6,030 from the Institute of Museum and 
Library Services (IMLS), Morehead State University's Kentucky Folk Art Center may soon 
benefit from the Conservation Assessment Program. 
"C.A.P., funded by IMLS and administered by Heritage Preservation, is an example of a 
public/private partnership that makes a difference," said Adrian Swain, KF AC curator. The 
program provides museums with the resources for a two-day visit by a conservator and a 
preservation architect. 
Together, they make an assessment of the condition of the museum's collections, the 
building in which they are kept and recommend priorities for long-term planning. This year, 
IMLS is providing 13 7 museums across the country access to this critical conservation expertise 
through this program, Swain said. 
"Museums are the stewards of the artistic, historic and scientific collections that comprise 
·our national heritage. IMLS is proud of the part it plays in helping museums keep their 
· collections viable for generations to come," wrote Beverly Sheppard, acting director of IMLS, in 
the grant award letter. 
"CAP is a very important step for us to take," Swain said. "We're extremely proud to 
receive this award. What we learn from this process will impact our activity for years to come 
and help us to better serve our community." 
IMLS is a federal grant-making agency located in Washington, D.C. that fosters 
leadership, innovation and a lifetime oflearning by supporting museums and libraries. 
KF AC, located at I 02 West First Street in Morehead, is a cultural and educational service 
ofMSU. The Center is open 9 a.m.-5 p.m., Monday-Saturday, and 1-5 p.m. on Sundays. 
Additional information is available from Swain at (606) 783-2204. 
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Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
May 5, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Vanessa Antkiw, a Morehead State University senior history and 
French major, has won the first Judy Rogers Essay Contest. 
, The Delhi, Ontario, Canada, student's paper was titled "Beauty and Fashion Through 
the Ages: How Political, Economic and Social Activity Changed the Way American Women 
Dress." 
Antkiw, who won a monetary prize for her essay, originally wrote the paper for her 
senior capstone history course. "I wanted a topic that was very different and interesting," she 
said. "I found this interesting and I wanted to explore it more." 
Antkiw was presented the award at the University's Wilma E. Grote Symposium for the 
Advancement of Women by the award's namesake. 
MSU's Interdisciplinary Women's Studies Program Advisory Council sponsored the 
essay contest, which is named for a former associate vice president for academic affairs and dean 
of undergraduate programs at the University. Dr. Rogers, who was instrumental in establishing 
the Women's Studies Program, left MSU in 1996 to assume an administrative position at 
Georgetown College. 
"I am so excited and gratified by the essay contest," Dr. Rogers said when making the 
presentation. "It's mainly that I see the program strong and growing." 
In addition to her studies, Antkiw is a member of the cross country and track teams. After 
graduation in December, she plans to take a semester off before studying abroad or pursuing a 
graduate degree. 
#### 
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ESSAY CONTEST WINNER NAMED 
Vanessa Antkiw. right, a Morehead State University senior. won the first Judy Rogers Essay 
Contest for her paper titled "Beauty and Fashion Through the Ages How Political. Economic 
and Social Activity Changed the Way American Women Dress .. The Delhi. Ontario, Canada, 
student, who won a monetary prize for her essay. received her award from Dr. Rogers. a former 
associate vice president for academic affairs and dean of undergraduate programs at the 
University. Dr. Rogers. whci was instrumental in establishing the Women's Studies Program, left 
MSU in 1996 to assume an administrative position at Georgetown College. The presentation was 
made during MSU's Wilma E. Grote Symposium for the Advancement of Women. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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May 5, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Four Morehead State University students were presented the Carl 
Ross Prize from the Appalachian Studies Association for research they completed last year. 
The presentation was made during the Associations' annual meeting held recently in 
Knoxville, Tenn. 
The students, enrolled in the Department of Geography, Governrnent and History, were 
Heather Burke, an Ashland senior; Joel Chaffins, a Pippa Passes senior; Amber Lee Fogle, a 
Berry senior; and Mitchell Dewayne Mynhier, a Morehead senior. 
The students received the award for a paper, titled "History, Memory and Myth: The 
Morehead Kentucky Flood of1939." The paper included results of a junior seminar class.in 
history under the direction of Dr. Susan A. Eacker, assistant professor of history and coordinator 
ofMSU's Women's Studies Program. 
The paper is scheduled for publication in an upcoming issue of the "Journal of 
Appalachian Studies." 
#### 
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JUNE IDGHLIGHTS AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
June 2-30, Summer Youth Program. Additional information: (606) 783-2370. 
June 4-9, Golf Camp, for high school students, SunnyBrook, MSU' s public golf course, $3 50 
resident, $150 commuter. Registration and additional information: (606) 783-2088. 
June 5-8, Kyle Macy Basketball Camp, for boys and girls, ages 6-15, half-day camp, 8:30a.m.-
11 :30 a.m., $65. Registration and additional information: (606) 783-2087. 
June 5-9, Summer Keyboard Experience, for boys and girls, ages 14-18, Baird Music Hall, 
8 a.m.-5 p.m., $53 for one day or $135 for three days. Additional information: 
(606) 783-2405. 
June 6-July 22, Upward Bound, for high school students. Additional information: 
(606) 783-2611. 
June 6-July 22, Upward Bound Math and Science Center. Additional information: 
(606) 783-2611. 
June 9, Board of Regents meeting, details TBA. Additional information: (606) 783-2030. 
June 9 and 10, Student Orientation, Advising and Registration (SOAR). Additional information: 
(606) 783-2000 or (800) 585-6781. 
June 9-11 and June 13-15, Kyle Macy Basketball Camp, overnight camp, for teams, $140 
resident, $120 commuter. Registration and additional information: (606) 783-2087. 
June 11-16 and June 18-23, Gifted and Talented Institute, for middle school students. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2832. 
June 11-16, Kentucky Boys State, sponsored by the American Legion, campus. Additional 
information: (502) 587-1414. 
June 11-16, Summer Flute Experience, for high school students, Baird Music Hall, $250 
resident, $125 commuter. Additional information: (606) 783-2493. 
June 11-July 22, Today's Youth, for middle school students, campus. Additional information: 
(606) 783-2005. 
(MORE) 
Highlights 
2-2-2-2 
June 12-17, Minority Teacher Education Summer Program, campus. Additional information: 
(606) 783-2833. 
June 14, 19-20, 22-23 and 28, Girl Scouts Horsemanship Programs, Derrickson Agricultural 
Complex. Additional information: (800) 475-2621. 
June 16-18, Breckinridge All-School Reunion. Additional information: (606) 783-2033. 
June 16-30, Kentucky Reading Project, Eagle Dining Room. Additional information: 
(606) 783-2844. 
June 18-24, Appalachian Celebration, highlights to include an opening reception and 
presentation of the Appalachian Treasure Award to Tom T. Hall, June 18, 7 p.m., Baird 
Music Hall; concert, David Parmley and the Continental Divide with guest Tom T. Hall, 
Button Auditorium, June 19, 7 p.m., charge; workshops, demonstrations and noon 
concerts throughout the week; and Arts and Crafts Market, June 24, 9 a.m.-5 p.m., 
Laughlin Health Building, charge. Additional information: (606) 783-2203. 
June 19, Registration/classes begin for Summer II, term ends July 14. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2008 
June 21-July 28, National Youth Sports Program, campus. Additional information: 
(606) 783-2180. 
June 24, Student Orientation, Advising and Registration (SOAR). Additional information: (606) 
783-2000 or (800) 585-6781. 
June 23-24, Alumni reunions for 1959-65 graduates, campus. Additional information: (606) 
783-2080. 
June 25-29, Kyle Macy Basketball Camp, overnight camp for boys, ages 10-17, $240. 
Registration and additional information: (606) 783-2087. 
June 26-30, Advanced Institute in Poetry, 101 Lappin Hall, 9 a.m.-2 p.m., directed by Dr. George 
Eklund, associate professor of English, invitational institute. Additional infol!llation: 
(606) 783-5165. 
Due to early press deadlines, some listings may be subject to change. 
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ACADEMIC A WARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week. Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Joshua C. Underwood. Tollesboro senior, was recognized as 
the Outstanding Physical Science Teaching Student in the Department of Physical Sciences. The 
presentation was made by Dr. C. Jack Whidden, left. department chair, during the College of 
' J 
Science and Technology's Honors Luncheon. Underwood, a physics teaching major, is a graduate 
of Fleming County High School. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC A WARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Christopher L. Daniels of West Liberty was recognized as 
the Outstanding Sophomore Physics Student in the Department of Physical Sciences. The 
presentation was made by Dr. C. Jack Whidden, left, department chair, during the College of 
Science and Technology's Honors Luncheon. Daniels is a graduate of Morgan County High 
School. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC A WARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various depanments. Eric R. Hudson of Lost Creek was recognized as the Co-
recipient Outstanding Upper Division Physics Student, Outstanding Undergraduate Student and 
Co-recipient Outstanding Graduating Student Mathematics Non-Teaching in the depanments of 
mathematic and physical sciences. The presentation was made by Dr. C. Jack Whidden, left, 
depanment chair, during the College of Science and Technology's Honors Luncheon. Hudson has 
( 
been accepted to graduate school at the University of Colorado at Boulder. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC A WARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Hubert S. Hall of Jeremiah was recognized as the Co-
recipient Outstanding Upper Division Physics Student in the Department of Physical Sciences. 
The presentation was made by Dr. C. Jack Whidden, left, department chair, during the College of 
Science and Technology's Honors Luncheon. Hall, also recognized as the Co-recipient 
Outstanding Graduating Student Mathematics Non-Teaching by the Department of Mathematical 
Sciences, has been accepted to graduate school at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State 
University. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC A WARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. John Gullet of Bethel, Ohio; was recognized as the 
Outstanding General Chemistry Student in the Department of Physical Sciences. The presentation 
was made by Dr. C. Jack Whidden, left, department chair, during the College of Science and 
Technology's Honors Luncheon. Gullet is a graduate of Bethel Tate High School. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ACADEMIC A WARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored outstanding 
students in the various departments. Tom H. Frazier, Louisa junior with a biology major with a 
minor in chemistry, was recognized as the Outstanding Organic Chemistry Student in the 
Department of Physical Sciences. The presentation was made by Dr. C. Jack Whidden, left, 
department chair, during the College of Science and Technology's Honors Luncheon. Frazier, a 
graduate of Lawrence County High School, also was presented the $500 Margaret Heaslip 
Scholarship by the Department of Biological and Environmental Sciences. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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JULY HIGHLIGHTS AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERISTY 
July 3-28, Morehead Writing Project, 101 Lappin Hall, 9 a.m.-4 p.m. Additional information: 
(606) 783-2426. 
July 4, Independence Day; no classes or office hours. 
July 8 and 14, Student Orientation, Advising and Registration (SOAR). Additional information: 
· (606) 783-2000 or (800) 585-6781. 
July 9-14, 16-21 and 23-38, Summer Band Camp, for high school students. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2485. 
July 10-13, Volleyball Camp, for high school students, Wetherby Gym, $200 resident, 
$140 commuter. Additional information: (606) 783-2122. 
July 10-13 and 25-28, Universal Cheerleaders Association, Academic-Athletic Center, 
for middle and high school students, $199 resident, $119 commuter. Additional 
information: (800) 238-0286. 
July 10-14 and 17-20, Girl Scouts Horsemanship Programs, Derrickson Agricultural Complex. 
Additional information: (800) 475-2621. 
July 14-16, Laura Litter Basketball Camp, 6-18 year olds, $180 up to five participants, $160 five 
or more, $75 commuter, $50 day camper. Additional information: (606) 783-2126. 
July 17, Registration/classes begin for Post-Summer 2000 session, term ends Aug. 4. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2008. 
July 17-20, National Cheerleaders Association, Academic-Athletic Center, for high school 
students, $213 resident, $140 commuter. Additional information: (800) 527-4422. 
July 21-23, Laura Litter Basketball Camp, for middle and high school students, $135 resident, 
$375 per team. Additional information: (606) 783-2126. 
July 28-30, Eastern Cheerleaders Association, for middle and high school students, $139. 
Additional information: (800) 940-4322. 
Due to early press deadlines, some listings may be subject to change. 
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May 12, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State Urnversity students will begin Sunnner I classes on 
Monday, May 22, on the campus and at extended campus locations. 
Registration will begin at 8 a.m. on campus and at Ashland, Prestonsburg, West Liberty 
and Jackson. Sunnner I classes will meet for the first time on that day. 
The term runs through Friday, June 16. 
MSU will offer three sunnner sessions this year. Sunnner II runs June 19 through July 
14; the Post-Sunnner 2000 sessions begins July 17 and continues through Aug. 4. Students who 
have not pre-registered may participate in advance registration on the Web beginlling Tuesday, 
May 23, for Sunnner II, post-session and the fall semester. 
Full payment of tuition and fees is due on the first day of each session to avoid late fees. 
The cost is $102 per credit hour for resident undergraduates and $270 for out-of-state students; 
for graduate students, the cost $147 and $394 for resident and non-resident graduate students, 
respectively. 
Additional information is available from the Office of the Registrar at (606) 783-2008 or 
the extended campus centers. 
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May 12,2000 
FOR 1Ml\.1EDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.-Beth Hudson Goins, a journalist with six years of experience, has 
been named Morehead State University's Web editor. 
Among her responsibilities are revising and maintaining the institution's Web site, 
assisting in the online marketing of the University and supervising student Web development 
teams. 
"Disseminating and receiving information via the World Wide Web have become 
critically important to the University's success," said Keith Kappes, MSU's vice president for 
university relations. "We are confident that Ms. Goins will help us achieve our goal of being 
fully competitive in the new global marketplace." 
Goins comes to MSU from The Daily Independent in Ashland where she was the online 
editor. In that position for nearly two years, she was responsible for planning, editing and 
updating news and features for the Independent's online newspaper. 
A native of Barbourville, Goins earned a Bachelor of Arts degree with an emphasis in 
electronic news media from MSU. An award-winning writer, she received a first place award in 
news feature reporting from the Kentucky Broadcasters Association in 1998, first and second 
place awards in news from the Kentucky Press Association in 1997 and an honorable mention in 
the general news category from KP A last year. 
She is a former reporter with The Daily News in Middlesboro and a media consultant 
with Middlesboro Independent Schools. During her college days, she was a producer and news 
anchor for "All Things Considered" on WMKY, the University's public radio station. 
Goins and her husband, Michael, live in Flatwoods. 
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May 12, 2000 
FOR IJ\.1MEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University will host five Student Orientation, 
Advising and Registration (SOAR) programs this summer to help incoming freshmen, transfer 
students and their parents learn more about the campus. 
The daylong sessions, which will follow the same format, are scheduled for June 9, I 0 
and 24, and July 8 and 14. Each SOAR program will begin with registration at 9 a.m. in the 
Ad ron Doran University Center. 
Following registration, students and their parents will be invited to visit displays of the 
University's departments. 
An official welcome from MSU personnel is slated for II a.m. in Button Auditorium. 
Among those scheduled to speak are MSU President Ronald G. Eaglin; Michael Mincey, vice 
president for student life; Dr. Michael R. Moore, executive vice president for academic affairs; 
Lora H. Pace, coordinator of retention; Dr. Susan D.· Creasap, assistant director of bands; and 
Teresa Johnson, president of the Student Government Association. 
Following the greetings, transfer students will have an academic advising session and 
incoming freshmen will attend informational sessions covering topics such as time management 
and health issues. After a lunch break, students will complete the academic advising process and 
register for fall classes. 
Special activities for parents include a question and answer session with a panel of 
University representatives from housing, financial aid, academics, retention, student health 
services, telephone services, public safety, food services, the bookstore and the Alumni and 
Family associations. Concluding the day's agenda will be tours of the campus. 
Additional information is available from the Office of Admissions at (606) 783-2000 or 
(800) 585-6781. 
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May 12, 2000 
FOR llviMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's Office of Continuing Education is 
offering two piano courses on the same day for those with limited free time. 
"In just one morning you can learn the secrets to give you years of enjoyment at the 
piano," said Stephanie Evans, continuing education specialist. "Instant Piano for Hopelessly 
Busy People" is scheduled for Saturday, June I 0, from 9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m,, followed by 
"How to Play Piano by Ear'' from 1:30 to 4:30p.m. 
Bernie Schweickart, a professional pianist from Louisville, will teach both classes in the 
Adron Doran University Center. During a music career that spans 35 years, he has taught, 
composed, recorded and performed. The playing by ear class, designed for all musicians, will 
include tips used by professional piano players. 
The cost of each course is $3 0, plus a $20 materials fee that includes a study book and a 
60-minute cassette tape. 
rdm 
Additional information is available from Evans by calling (606) 783-2875. 
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May 12, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
ASHLAND, Ky.---A seminar for women interested in starting a small business is 
scheduled for Wednesday, May 17, from I to 3 p.m. at Morehead State University's Ashland 
Extended Campus Center. 
Topics for the conference, conducted by MSU's Ashland Small Business Development 
Center, will include types of business planning and opportunities; site selection; business 
organizations; licensing and permit requirements; financial planning; loan options; and women's 
assistance programs. 
There is no charge for the seminar, however, pre-registration is necessary due to limited 
seating. 
All training programs sponsored or co-sponsored by MSU' s SBDC are available to all 
individuals without regard to race, color, sex, creed, or national origin. Special arrangements for 
the disabled will be made if requested in advance. 
rdm 
Additional information and pre-registration is available by calling (606) 329-8011. 
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May 12,2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A seminar for women interested in starting a home-based business 
is scheduled for Monday, May 22, from 10 a.m. to noon at Morehead.State University's 
Kentucky Folk Art Center. 
The conference, sponsored by the University's Small Business Development Center, will 
focus on topics such as selecting the right business; women's issues in operating a home-based 
business; start-up steps; legal, tax and financial considerations; and home business ideas. 
There is a $5 charge for the seminar and pre-registration is necessary due to limited 
seating. 
All training programs sponsored or co-sponsored by MSU' s SBDC are available to all 
individuals without regard to race, color, sex, creed, or national origin. Special arrangements for 
the disabled will be made if requested in advance. 
rdm 
Additional information and pre-registration are available by calling (606) 783-2895. 
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VOCAL STUDENT WINS PERFORMANCE AWARD AT MSU 
David S. Brashear, a Jeff junior. was the recipient of Morehead State University's A. Frank and 
Bethel C. Gallaher Memorial Music Performance Competition Award this year. The son of 
Timothy and Kay Deaton. Brashear is a music major and a member of the Concen Choir, 
Chamber Singers and Opera Works. At the Academic Awards Convocation, Brashear. 
accompanied by Jennifer Hughes. Morehead graduate student, performed music by Mozan and 
Stephen Foster He is the student of Dr. Roma Prindle. MSU associate professor of music. The 
$1,000 scholarship was named by the Gallahers' children in honor of their parents who "believed 
in education and competition." 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) P~ ~- N · ?~v\JJ;..l~-
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May 12,2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's chapter of Phi Kappa Phi honor 
society has chosen Benjamin Mattingly of Morehead as this year's recipient of the Margaret 
Patton Scholarship. 
The senior, who is married to the former Jennifer Bond, is a candidate for May 
graduation, earning a Bachelor of Science degree with major in biology and a minor in 
chemistry. Mattingly may use his scholarship in the fall when he attends the University of 
Kentucky College of Medicine. 
Mattingly credits his decision to go to medical school to his wife, a physician's assistant 
at MSU. "I didn't really have any idea (what to major in) when I came to college," he said. 
"I thought maybe I'd be a professor because both my parents are teachers." His wife 
suggested he watch doctors at work, and since that time he has logged more than 100 hours of 
observation. 
In addition to receiving the scholarship, Mattingly is the chapter's graduate fellowship 
nominee to Phi Kappa Phi nationals. He tributes much of his academic success to his professors 
at the University. 
"They've been outstanding," said the Rowan County Senior High School graduate who 
has maintained a 4.0 grade point average at MSU. "I don't think I could have gotten a better 
education." 
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May 12,2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Students enrolled in Morehead State University's College of Science and 
Technology were recognized for academic excellence at the college's Honors Luncheon, a part of the 
University's Academic Awards Week held recently. 
Each department within the college presented academic and scholastic awards to outstanding 
individuals. · 
Students recognized as Outstanding Undergraduate Students in the college were: Mary J. Cooper, 
Flemingsburg senior, Agricultural and Human Sciences and Outstanding 4-Year Graduating Agriculture 
Student; Benjamin Mattingly, Morehead senior, Biological and Environmental Sciences and Outstanding 
Pre-Medicine Student; Barry A. Pelphrey, Hager Hill senior, Industrial Education and Technology, and 
Outstanding Teacher Education Student; Eric R. Hudson, Lost Creek senior, Mathematical Sciences and 
Physical Sciences, Co-recipient Outstanding Graduating Student Mathematics Non-Teaching, Co-recipient 
Outstanding Upper Division Physics Student, and Thomas Edward Fouch Mathematics Award, 
Christopher N. Preece, Inez senior, Nursing and Allied Health Sciences, and Outstanding Radiologic 
Technology Student. 
Outstanding Graduate Students included: Katherine A. McCafferty of Morehead, Biological and 
Environmental Sciences; and Stephanie R. Lacy of Wrigley, Vocational Education/Agriculture Education. 
Honor recipients in the Department of Agricultural and Human Sciences were: Robert C. Pease of 
Mayslick, Outstanding Freshman in Agriculture; Stephanie D. Jett of Jackson, Outstanding Sophomore in 
Agriculture; Joanne B. Colgan of Flemingsburg, Outstanding Junior in Agriculture; Jonathan D. Moran of 
Ripley, Ohio, Outstanding Senior in Agriculture; Jennifer L. Dobson of Winchester, Outstanding 2-Year 
Graduating Agriculture Student; Rita F. Polk, Clay City senior, Outstanding 2-Year Child Development 
Student; Shannon N. Heiert, Lexington senior, Outstanding Hotel, Restaurant and Institutional 
Management Student; and Crystal D. Sammons, Louisa junior, Outstanding Dietetics Student. 
The Department of Biological and Environmental Sciences honored Wesley Lykins, Mt, Sterling 
junior, Outstanding Pre-Physician Assistant Student; Kristie Calvert of Flemingsburg, Outstanding 
Biological Science Teaching Student; R. Nicole Shofner, Winchester senior, Outstanding Biological 
Science Non-Teaching Student; Misty Hamilton, Louisville graduate student, Outstanding Environmental 
(MORE) 
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Science Student; Alicia R. Davis of Goshen, Outstanding Pre-Physical Therapy Student; William B. 
Stephenson, Worthington senior, Outstanding Medical Technology Student; Susanne M. Voss, 
Cincinnati, Ohio, senior, Outstanding Pre-Dentistry Student. 
The Department of Industrial Education and Technology recognized these individuals: Ali 
, Alavizadeh of Morehead, Outstanding Graduate Student; Joshua A. Perry, Winchester senior, 
Outstanding 4-Year Graphic Conununications Student; James Johnson, Clearfield junior, Outstanding 2-
Year Manufacturing/Robotics Student; Orville S. Whalen, Cynthiana senior, Outstanding 4-Year 
Manufacturing/Robotics Student; and Rita Atiase, Morehead senior, Outstanding 4-Year 
Construction/Mining Student. 
Those honored by the Department of Mathematical Sciences were: Hubert S. Hall, Jeremiah 
senior, Co-recipient Outstanding Graduating Student Mathematics Non-Teaching and Co-recipient 
Outstanding Upper Division Physics Student; and Donna Jo Moore of Mays Lick, Outstanding Graduating 
Student Mathematics Teaching and Outstanding Statistics Student. 
The Department ofNursing and Allied Health Sciences honored these students: Lisa D Lawson, 
Sudith junior, Outstanding Associate Degree Nursing Student; Lacey A. Hart Williams, Mt. Sterling 
senior, Outstanding Baccalaureate Nursing Student; and Christine L. McKinney, Ashland senior, 
Outstanding RN Track Student. 
Honorees in the Department of Physical Sciences were Joshua C. Underwood, Tollesboro senior, 
Outstanding Physical Science Teaching Student; Christopher L. Daniels of West Liberty, Outstanding 
Sophomore Physics Student; John Gullett of Bethel, Ohio, Outstanding General Chemistry Student; and 
Thomas H. Frazier, Louisa junior, Outstanding Organic Chemistry Student. 
The Physician Assistant Program recognized Joseph Isaac of Louisa as its Outstanding Student. 
Several students in the college also received special awards and scholarships: Sharon Austin, 
Morehead senior, $1,200 Scholarship from the Society of Manufacturing Engineers; Phyllis Gilley, 
Owingsville senior, $1,200 Scholarship from the Society of Manufacturing Engineers; Shannon N. Heiert, 
Lexington senior, $5,000 Scholarship from the Kentucky Restaurant Association Educational 
Foundation; and Emily Norland of Olive Hill, Dean's Academic Merit Scholarship to the University of 
Louisville School of Medicine. 
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May 15,2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
ASHLAND, Ky.---A golf scramble to benefit Morehead State University's Ashland Area 
Extended Campus Center is scheduled for Saturday, May 20 at the River Bend Golf Club 
in Argillite. 
Registration will begin at 7:15a.m. for the four-person scramble with a shotgun start at 
8 a.m. The entry fee is $75 per person or $280 for a team of four. A discounted fee of$50 will be 
extended to University faculcy and staff. 
All proceeds from the event will benefit the students at the MSU Ashland Area Extended 
Campus Center. 
Prizes will be awarded for the first, second and third place teams and for the drive closest 
to the pin, the longest drive, the shortest drive, the straightest drive and any holes-in-one. In 
addition, there will be drawings for door prizes. 
A $1,000 gift certificate to the Weston Resort on Hilton Head Island, S.C. will be raffled 
during lunch, provided by Applegates Market in Greenup. 
Additional information is available from Debbie Rice, extended campus assistant, or 
Jack Webb, extended campus center director, at (800) 648-5370 or (606) 327-1777. 
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COLLEGE OF BUSINESS HONORS STUDENTS 
Students enrolled in Morehead State University's College of Business were recognized recently 
for academic excellence at the college's Honors/Scholarship Banquet. a part of the University's 
Academic Awards Week. Each department within the college presented academic, scholastic and 
achievement awards to outstanding individuals. The Department of Accounting, Economics and 
Finance presented Terry Miller, left Morehead senior, with its Wall Street Journal Award. 
Making the presentation was Teny Elliott, associate professor of accounting. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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COLLEGE OF BUSINESS HONORS STUDENTS 
Students enrolled in Morehead State University's College of Business were recognized recently 
for academic excellence at the college's Honors/Scholarship Banquet. a part of the University's 
Academic Awards Week. Each department within the college presented academic, scholastic and 
achievement awards to outstanding individuals. The Department of Accounting. Economics and 
Finance named Carla McCarty of Clearfield, as the Osborne Outstanding Tax Student. The 
presentation was made by John Osborne. former MSU professor in accounting. McCarty also 
was recognized as the Outstanding Senior Accounting Student. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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COLLEGE OF BUSINESS HONORS STUDENTS 
Students enrolled in Morehead State University's College of Business were recognized recently 
for academic excellence at the college's Honors/Scholarship Banquet a part of the University's 
Academic Awards Week. Each department within the college presented academic, scholastic and 
achievement awards to outstanding individuals. The Department of Accounting, Economics and 
Finance presented Olivia Terry. left, Jackson junior, with the Kiwanis-Conyers Memorial 
Scholarship. With her is Dr. LK Williams. professor of accounting. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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COLLEGE OF BUSINESS HONORS STUDENTS 
Students enrolled in Morehead State University's College of Business were recognized recently 
for academic excellence at the college· s Honors/Scholarship Banquet. a part of the University's 
Academic Awards Week. Each department within the college presented academic. scholastic and 
achievement awards to outstanding individuals. Recognized !rom the Department of Accounting. 
Economics and Finance was David Blevins. left. Louisa senior, as the Accounting. Economics 
and Finance Outstanding Undergraduate Student. The presentation was 111ade by Dr. Rosemary 
Carlson. professor of finance. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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COLLEGE OF BUSINESS HONORS STUDENTS 
Students enrolled in Morehead Sta,te l'niversitv · s College of Business were recognized recently 
for academic excellence at the college's Honors/Scholarship Banquet. a pan of the University's 
Academic Awards Week. Each depanment within the college presented academic. scholastic and 
achievement awards to outstanding individuals. Honored by the Depanment oflnfonnation 
Systems was Joseph Schmitt. left, Paintsville senior, as the Outstanding Computer Information 
Systems Stud em. Making the pres.entation was Dr Grover Kearns. assistant professor of 
computer information systems 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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COLLEGE OF BUSII'/ESS HONORS STUDENTS 
Students enrolled in Morehead State University's College of Business were recognized recently 
for academic excellence at the college's Honors/Scholarship Banquet. a part of the University's 
Academic Awards Week. Each department within the college presented academic. scholastic and 
achievemem awards to outstanding indi\·iduals The Department of Information Systems 
presented Marita Conley. right. West Liber·ty senior, the National Business Education 
Association Award of Merit The presematilln was made by Dr Donna Kizzier. associate 
professor of information systems/business education. 
(MSL' photo bv Tim Holbrook) 
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COLLEGE OF BUSINESS HONORS STUDENTS 
Students enrolled in Morehead State University's College of Business were recognized recently 
for academic excellence at the college's Honors/Scholarship Banquet. a part of the University's 
Academic Awards Week. Each department within the college presented academic. scholastic and 
achievement awards to outstanding individuals. Honored by the Department of Information 
Systems was Christopher Jason Crous. Morehead senior. as the Outstanding Department of 
Information Systems Student. The presentation was made by· Dr Elizabeth Regan. chair of the 
department. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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COLLEGE OF BUSINESS HONORS STUDENTS 
Students enrolled in Morehead State Umversity's College of Business were recognized recently 
for academic excellence at the college's Honors/Scholarship Banquet_ a part of the University's 
Academic Awards Week. Each department within the college presented academic, scholastic and 
achievement awards to outstanding individuals. The Depa11ment of I nfonnation Systems 
presented Sidney Porter. Rush senior, with the Outstanding College of' Business Cooperative 
Education (Internship) Award. The presentation was made by Sharon T. Walters, associate 
professor of accounting. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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COLLEGE OF BUSINESS HONORS STl!DENTS 
Students enrolled in Morehead State University's College of Business were recognized recently 
for academic excellence at the college's Honors/Scholarship Banquet. a part of the University's 
Academic Awards Week. Each department within the college presented academic, scholastic and 
achievement awards to outstanding individuals. Honored by the Departmem of Information 
Systems was Adam Stegeman. left. Cold Spring senior. as the Outstanding Business and 
Marketing Education Studem. The award was presented b\ Dr Donna R. Everett. assistant 
professor of business education. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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COLLEGE OF BUSINESS HONORS STUDENTS 
Students enrolled in Morehead State University's College of Business were recognized recently 
, 
for academic excellence at the college's Honors/Scholarship Banquet, a part of the University's 
Academic Awards Week. Each department within the college presented academic, scholastic and 
achievement awards to outstanding individuals. Honored by the Department oflnformation 
Syst~ms was Randi Jo Sturgill, left. Ashland senior. as the Outstanding Phi Beta Lambda 
Member·. The presentation was made by Dr. Randy W. McCoy, assistant professor of computer 
information systems. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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COLLEGE OF BUSINESS HONORS STUDENTS 
Students enrolled in Morehead State University's College of Business were recognized recently 
for academic excellence at the college's Honors/Scholarship Banquet, a part of the University's 
Academic Awards Week. Each department within the college presented academic, scholastic and 
achievement awards to outstanding individuals. Honored by the Department of Information 
Systems was Timothy Workman, left, Russell senior, as the Outstanding Association of 
Information Technology Professional Student. The presentation was made by Dr. Dean Fenton, 
assistant professor of computer information systems. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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COLLEGE OF BUSINESS HONORS STUDENTS 
Students enrolled in Morehead State University's College of Business were recognized recently 
for academic excellence at the college's Honors/Scholarship Banquet, a part of the University's 
Academic Awards Week. Each department within the college presented academic, scholastic and 
achievement awards to outstanding individuals. Recognized by the Department of Management, 
Marketing and Real Estate was Dana Jo Hall, left. Virgie senior, as the Outstanding 
Management, Marketing, and Real Estate Student and the Wall Street Journal Award Recipient. 
The presentation was made by Dr. Stacy M. Vollmers, assistant professor of marketing. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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COLLEGE OF BUSINESS HONORS STUDENTS 
Students enrolled in Morehead State University's College of Business were recognized recently 
for academic excellence at the college's Honors/Scholarship Banquet, a part of the University's 
Academic Awards Week. Each department within the college present~d academic, scholastic and 
achievement awards to outstanding individuals. Recognized by the Department of Management, 
Marketing and Real Estate was Daniel Anderson of Flemingsburg as the Outstanding Senior 
Management Student. Making the presentation was Dr. Bob D. Hatfield, left, assistant professor 
of management. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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COLLEGE OF BUSINESS HONORS STUDENTS 
Students enrolled in Morehead State University"s College of Business were recognized recently 
for academic excellence at the college's Honors/Scholarship Banquet. a part of the University's 
Academic Awards Week. Each department within the college presented academic. scholastic and 
achievement awards to outstanding individuals. Recognized by the Department of Management. 
Marketing and Real Estate was Holly Merrell of Florence. as the Outstanding Senior Marketing 
Student. Making the presentation was Peggy Osborne. right. department chair. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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COLLEGE OF BUSINESS HONORS STUDENTS 
Students enrolled in Morehead State University's College of Business were recognized recently 
for academic excellence at the college's Honors/Scholarship Banquet, a part of the University's 
Academic Awards Week. Each department within the college presented academic, scholastic and 
achievement awards to outstanding individuals. Recognized by the Department of Management, 
Marketing and Real Estate was Brian Woofter of East Point as the Outstanding Senior Real 
Estate Student. Making the presentation was Dr. Lary B: Cowart, assistant professor of real 
estate. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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COLLEGE OF BUSINESS HONORS STUDENTS 
Students enrolled in Morehead State University's College of Business were recognized recently 
for academic excellence at the college's Honors/Scholarship Banquet, a part of the University's 
.Academic Awards Week. Each depanment within the college presented academic, scholastic and 
achievement awards to outstanding individuals. Karen Smallwood, right, M t. Sterling graduate. 
student, was honored as the Outstanding Master of Business Administration Student. Making the 
presentation was Many Sale, assistant professor of accounting. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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COLLEGE OF BUSINESS HONORS STUDENTS 
Students enrolled in Morehead State University's College of Business were recognized recently 
for academic excellence at the college's Honors/Scholarship Banquet, a part of the University's 
Academic Awards Week. Each department within the college presented academic, scholastic and 
achievement awards to outstanding individuals. Tonya Potter. left, Clem·field junior. received 
the James and Onor Harford Scholarship from Dr. Michael Harford, professor of management. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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COLLEGE OF BUSINESS HONORS STUDENTS 
Students enrolled in Morehead State Universit\·· s College of Business were recognized recently 
for academic excellence at the college's HonorsiScholarship Banquet. a part of the University's 
Academic Awards Week. Each department within the college presented academic. scholastic and 
achievement awards to outstanding individuals. The Department of Accounting, Economics and 
Finance presented Terry Miller. left . . Jackson senior. with its Wall Street Journal Award. 
Making the presentation was Terrv Elliott associate professor of accounting. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ROTC OFFICER COMMISSIONED AT MSU 
Shawn C. Stroop of Morehead, a cadet in Morehead State University's Army ROTC, was 
commissioned as a second lieutenant during the 55th commissioning ceremony held recently on 
the campus. He received the gold bars symbolic of his rank from his father, James Stroop, left, 
and his wife, Amy Stroop. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ROTC OFFICER COMMISSIONED AT MSU 
Kristi Prater Miller of Berlin Center, Ohio, a cadet in Morehead State University's Army 
ROTC, was commissioned as a second lieutenant during the 55th commissioning ceremony held 
recently on the campus. She received the gold bars symbolic of her rank from her husband, 2"d 
Lt. Roy Miller, and her father, Roy Prater. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ROTC OFFICER COMMISSIONED AT MSU 
Joshua B. Stanley of Ashland, a cadet in Morehead State University's Army ROTC, was 
commissioned as a second lieutenant during the 55th commissioning ceremony held recently on 
the campus. He received the gold bars symbolic of his rank from his father, Steven Stanley, left, 
and his mother, Lisa Stanley. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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ROTC OFFICER COMMISSIONED AT MSU 
James W. George III ofWaver1y, Ohio, a cadet in Morehead State University's Army ROTC, 
was commissioned as a second lieutenant during the 55th commissioning ceremony held recently 
on the campus. He received the gold bars symbolic of his rank from his mother, Joni Pfiefer, left, 
and Senior Airman Eric Coulter. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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May 17,2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A boil water advisory has been issued for several buildings on the 
Morehead State University campus until further notice. 
The advisory was issued due to the relocation of main water lines during construction at 
Breckinridge Hall and includes the following structures: Allie Young Hall, Carter Hall, Camden-
Carroll Library, East Mignon Hall, Ginger Hall, Haggan Hall, Holbrook Hall, Humphrey Hall, 
Lakewood Laundromat, Lakewood Terrace Duplexes, Laughlin Health Building, Lewis Hall, 
Mignon Hall, Mignon Tower, Normal Hall, Nunn Hall, Peratt Hall, Perkins Hall, Rader Hall, Rice 
Maintenance Building, Thompson Hall, Waterfield Hall and West Mignon Hall. 
According to the Office of Physical Plant, anyone using drinking water in these facilities 
should boil it for three minutes or drink bottled water. 
Additional information is available by calling the Office of Physical Plant at 
(606) 783-2147 or the heating and water treatment facilities at (606) 783-2609. 
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May 18,2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---The boil water advisory issued for Morehead State University on 
May 17 has been canceled. 
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MSU'S SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
Wanda Lou Kirk of Inez received a congratulatory hands.hake from Morehead State University 
President Ronald G. Eaglin during the University's Spring Commencement. She was a candidate 
for a Bachelor of Arts degree with an emphasis in elemental")' education. More than 800 
Morehead State University graduate and undergraduate degree candidates walked across the 
stage of the Academic-Athletic Center during the graduation exercises. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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MSU SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
More than 800 Morehead State University graduate and undergraduate degree candidates walked 
across the sta~e of the Academic-Athletic Center during the Spring Commencement. MSU · 
President Ronald G. Eaglin congratulated Amanda Strickland Lasley of Booneville with a 
handshake. She was a candidate for a Bachelor of Arts degree with an emphasis in elementary 
education. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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MSU SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
More than 800 Morehead State University graduate and undergraduate degree candidates walked 
across the stage of the Academic-Athletic Center during the Spring Commencement. Mary 
Elizabeth McDaniel of Maysville received a congratulatory handshake from MSU President 
Ronald G. Eaglin. She was a candidate for a Bachelor of Arts degree with an emphasis in 
psychology. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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MSU SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
More than 800 Morehead State University graduate and undergraduate degree candidates walked 
across the stage of the Academic-Athletic Center during the University's Spring 
Commencement. MSU President Ronald G. Eaglin congratulated Heather Jean Nelson of 
Banner with a handshake. She is a candidate for a Bachelor of Arts degree with an emphasis in 
recreation .. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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MSU SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
More than 800 Morehead State University graduate and undergraduate degree candidates walked 
across the stage of the Academic-Athletic Center during the University's Spring 
Commencement. Brent Wayne Porter of Olive Hill received a congratulatory handshake from 
MSU President Ronald G. Eaglin. Porter was a candidate for a Bachelor of Arts degree with an 
emphasis in elementary education. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
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Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
MSU SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
More than 800 Morehead State University graduate and undergraduate degree candidates walked 
across the stage of the Academic-Athletic Center during the Spring Commencement. MSU 
President Ronald G. Eaglin congratulated Kristen J oelle Rader of Van Lear with a handshake. 
She was a candidate for a Bachelor of Arts degree with an emphasis in elementary education. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
5-18-00rdm 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
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Pauline Young, Director 
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MSU SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
More than 800 Morehead State University graduate and undergraduate degree candidates walked 
across the stage of the Academic-Athletic Center during the Spring Commencement. MSU 
\ 
President Ronald G. Eaglin congratulated Janie Adams Rogers of Premium with a handshake. 
She is a candidate for a Bachelor of Arts degree with an emphasis in psychology. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
5-18-00rdm 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
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MSU SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
More than 800 Morehead State University graduate and undergraduate degree candidates walked 
across the stage of the Academic-Athletic Center during the Spring Commencement. MSU 
President Ronald G. Eaglin congratulated Jamie Carl Thomas of Tollesboro with a handshake. 
He was a candidate for a Bachelor of Arts degree with an emphasis in elementary education. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
5-18-00rdm 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
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MSU SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
More than 800 Morehead State University graduate and undergraduate degree candidates walked 
across the stage of the Academic-Athletic Center during the Spring Commencement. MSU 
President Ronald G. Eaglin congratulated Carla Jean Wilson of Hazel Green with a handshake. 
She was a candidate for a Bachelor of Arts degree with an emphasis in psychology. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
5-18-00rdm 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
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MSU SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
More than 800 Morehead State University graduate and undergraduate degree candidates walked 
across the stage of the Academic-Athletic Center during the Spring Commencement. Samantha 
Lea Cooley of Banner received a handshake congratulatory handshake from MSU President 
Ronald G. Eaglin. She was a candidate for a Bachelor of Social Work degree. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
5-18-00rdm 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
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MSU SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
More than 800 Morehead State University graduate and undergraduate degree candidates walked 
across the stage of the Academic-Athletic Center during the Spring Commencement. MSU 
President Ronald G. Eaglin congratulated Jennifer Lynn Keeton of Salyersville with a 
handshake. She was a candidate for a Bachelor of Social Work degree. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
5-18-00rdm 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
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vl:orehead State University UPO Box r10o Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
MSU SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
More than 800 Morehead State University graduate and undergraduate degree candidates walked 
across the stage of the Academic-Athletic Center during the Spring Commencement. Grace 
Porter of Pikeville received a congratulatory handshake from MSU President Ronald G. Eaglin. 
She was a candidate for a Bachelor of Social Work degree. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
5-18-00rdm 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
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Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
MSU SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
More than 800 Morehead State University graduate and undergraduate degree candidates walked 
across the stage of the Academic-Athletic Center during the Spring Commencement. MSU 
President Ronald G. Eaglin congratulated Dawn Leah Brown of Kewanee, Ill., with a 
handshake. She is a candidate for a Bachelor of Science degree with an emphasis in biology. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
5-18-00rdm 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution . 
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MSU SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
More than 800 Morehead State University graduate and undergraduate degree candidates walked 
across the stage of the Academic-Athletic Center during the Spring Commencement. Mary Jane 
Cooper of Flemingsburg received a congratulatory handshake from MSU President Ronald G. 
Eaglin. She was a candidate for a Bachelor of Science dt;gree with an emphasis in agricultural 
sctence. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
5-18-00rdm 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
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MSU SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
More than 800 Morehead State University graduate and undergraduate degree candidates walked 
across the stage of the Academic-Athletic Center during the Spring Commencement. MSU 
President Ronald G. Eaglin congratulated Jonathan Lee Gibbs of Staffordsville with a 
handshake. He is a candidate for a Bachelor of Science degree with an emphasis in industrial 
technology. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
5-18-00rdm 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution . 
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Mqrehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
MSU SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
Benjamin B. Mattingly of Morehead received a ~ongratulatory handshake from Morehead State 
University President Ronald G. Eaglin at the Spring Commencement exercises. Mattingly is a 
candidate for a Bachelor of Science degree with an emphasis in biology. More than 800 
Morehead State University graduate and undergraduate degree candidates walked across the 
stage of the Academic-Athletic Center. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
5-18-00rdm 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
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MSU SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
More than 800 Morehead State University graduate and undergraduate degree candidates walked 
across the stage of the Academic-Athletic Center during the Spring Commencement. MSU 
President Ronald G. Eaglin congratulated Orville Sean Whalen of Cynthiana with a handshake: 
He was a candidate for a Bachelor of Science degree in industrial technology. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
5-18-00rdm 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opport,unity educational institution. 
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MSU SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
More than 800 Morehead State University graduate and undergraduate degree candidates walked 
across the stage of the Academic-Athletic Center during the Spring Commencement. MSU 
President Ronald G. Eaglin congratulated Kevin A. Adams of Jeremiah with a handshake. He is 
a candidate for a Bachelor of Arts degree with an emphasis in government. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
5-18-00rdm 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
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Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
MSU SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
More than 800 Morehead State University graduate and undergraduate degree candidates walked 
across the stage of the Academic-Athletic Center during the Spring Commencement. MSU 
President Ronald G. Eaglin congratulated Emily Suye Bell of Sante Fe, N.M. with a handshake. 
She was a candidate for a Bachelor of Arts degree with an emphasis in art education. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
5-18-00rdm 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution, 
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MSU SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
Cindi Janee Fugate of West Liberty received a congratulatory handshake from Morehead State 
University President Ronald G. Eaglin during the University's Spring Commencement. She was 
a candidate for a Bachelor of Arts degree with an emphasis in elementary education. More than 
800 graduate and undergraduate students were degree candidates. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
5-18-00rdm 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
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MSU SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
More than 800 Morehead State University graduate and undergraduate degree candidates walked 
across the stage of the Academic-Athletic Center during the Spring Commencement. MSU 
President Ronald G. Eaglin congratulated Sharon Kelly Fitzpatrick of Garrett with a handshake. 
She is a candidate for a Bachelor of Arts degree with an emphasis in sociology. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
5-18-00rdm 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
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MSU SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
More than 800 Morehead State University graduate and undergraduate degree candidates walked 
across the stage of the Academic-Athletic Center during the Spring Commencement MSU 
President Ronald G. Eaglin congratulated James Derek Crase of Clay City with a handshake. He 
was a candidate for a Bachelor of Arts degree with an emphasis in elementary education. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
5-18-00rdm 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
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Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead. KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
MSU SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
More than 800 Morehead State University graduate and undergraduate degree candidates walked 
across the stage of the Academic-Athletic Center during the Spring Commencement MSU 
President Ronald G. Eaglin congratulated Briana Elizabeth Caudill of Grayson with a 
handshake. She is a candidate for a Bachelor of Arts degree with an emphasis in elementary 
education. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
5-18-00rdm 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
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MSU SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
More than 800 Morehead State University graduate and undergraduate degree candidates walked 
across the stage of the Academic-Athletic Center during the Spring Commencement. University 
President Ronald G. Eaglin shook hands with Scotty G. Hall of Morehead. He is a candidate for 
an Associate of Applied Business degree with an emphasis in computer information systems. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
5-I 8-00rdm 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
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MSU SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
More than 800 Morehead State University graduate and undergraduate degree candidates walked 
across the stage of the Academic-Athletic Center during the Spring Commencement. Danny Joe 
Wright of West Liberty, a candidate for a Bachelor of Business Administration degree with an 
emphasis in comprehensive business, was congratulated by MSU President Ronald G. Eaglin. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
5-18-00rdm 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
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Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
MSU SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
More than 800 Morehead State University graduate and undergraduate degree candidates walked 
across the stage of the Academic-Athletic Center during the Spring Commencement. MSU 
President Ronald G. Eaglin congratulated Lisa Denise Watts of Letcher with a handshake. She 
was a candidate for a Bachelor of Business Administration degree with an emphasis in business 
information systems. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
5-18-00rdm 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
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MSU SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
More than 800 Morehead State University graduate and undergraduate degree candidates walked 
across the stage of the Academic-Athletic Center during the Spring Commencement. Jay Dallas 
Stamm of Owingsville, a candidate for a Bachelor of Business Administration degree with an 
emphasis in computer information systems. was congratulated by MSU President Ronald G. 
Eaglin. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
5-18-00rdm 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
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Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
MSU SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
More than 800 Morehead State University graduate and undergraduate degree candidates walked 
across the stage of the Academic-Athletic Center during the Spring Commencement. MSU 
President Ronald G. Eaglin congratulated Donna Faye Moore of Maysville with a handshake. 
She was a candidate for a Bachelor of Business Administration degree with an emphasis in 
accounting. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
5-18-00rdm 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
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MSU SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
More than 800 Morehead State University graduate and undergraduate degree candidates walked 
across the stage of the Academic-Athletic Center during the Spring Commencement. MSU 
President Ronald G. Eaglin congratulated Angela Gail Moore of Owingsville with a handshake. 
She is a candidate for a Bachelor of Business Administration degree with an emphasis in 
management. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
5-18-00rdm 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
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MSU SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
More than 800 Morehead State University graduate and undergraduate degree candidates walked 
across the stage of the Academic-Athletic Center during the Spring Commencement. MSU 
President Ronald G. Eaglin congratulated Rebecca Sue McGlothin of Carlisle with a handshake. 
She was a candidate for a Bachelor of Business Administration degree with an emphasis in real 
estate. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
5-18-00rdm 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
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MSU SPRTNG COMMENCEMENT 
More than 800 Morehead State University graduate and undergraduate degree candidates walked 
across the stage of the Academic-Athletic Center during the Spring Commencement. MSU 
President Ronald G. Eaglin congratulated Minnie M. McCord of Ewing with a handshake. She 
was a candidate for a Bachelor of Business Administration degree with an emphasis in business 
and marketing education. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
5-18-00rdm 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
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MSU SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
More than 800 Morehead State University graduate and undergraduate degree candidates walked 
across the stage of the Academic-Athletic Center during the Spring Commencement. MSU 
President Ronald G. Eaglin congratulated Duane Allen Kenney of Carlisle with a handshake. He 
was a candidate for a Bachelor of Business Administration degree with an emphasis in finance. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
5-18-00rdm 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
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MSU SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
More than 800 Morehead State University graduate and undergraduate degree candidates walked 
across the stage of the Academic-Athletic Center during the Spring Commencement. MSU 
President Ronald G. Eaglin congratulated Jason Todd Hylton of Whitesburg with a handshake. 
He was a candidate for a Bachelor of Business Administration degree with an emphasis in 
management.. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
5-18-00rdm 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
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MSU SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
More than 800 Morehead State University graduate and undergraduate degree candidates walked 
across the stage of the Academic-Athletic Center during the Spring Commencement. MSU 
President Ronald G. Eaglin congratulated Christopher Douglas Howes of Salyersville with a 
handshake. He was a candidate for a Bachelor of Business Administration degree with an 
emphasis in computer information systems. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
5-18-00rdm 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
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MSU SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
More than 800 Morehead State University graduate and undergraduate degree candidates walked 
across the stage of the Academic-Athletic Center during the Spring Commencement. MSU 
President Ronald G. Eaglin congratulated Tyrone Douglas Harris of Mt. Sterling with a 
handshake. He was a candidate for a Bachelor ·of Business Administration degree with an 
emphasis in management. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
5-18-00rdm 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
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MSU SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
More than 800 Morehead State University graduate and undergraduate degree candidates walked 
across the stage of the Academic-Athletic Center during the Spring Commencement. MSU 
President Ronald G. Eaglin congratulated Alma P. Gentry of Winchester with a handshake. She 
was a candidate for a Bachelor of Business Administration degree with an emphasis in· 
management. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
5-18-00rdm 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
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MSU SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
More than 800 Morehead State University graduate and undergraduate degree candidates walked 
across the stage of the Academic-Athletic Center during the Spring Commencement MSU 
President Ronald G. Eaglin congratulated Tammy Lynn Feinauer of Cold Spring with a 
handshake. She was a candidate for a Bachelor of Business Administration degree with an 
emphasis in accounting. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
5-18-00rdm 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
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MSU SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
More than 800 Morehead State University graduate and undergraduate degree candidates walked 
across the stage of the Academic-Athletic Center during the Spring Commencement. MSU 
President Ronald G. Eaglin congratulated Wanda Kathern Cox of Olive Hill with a handshake. 
She was a candidate for a Bachelor of Business Administration degree with an emphasis in office 
systems. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
5-18-00rdm 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
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MSU SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
More than 800 Morehead State University graduate and undergraduate degree candidates walked 
across the stage of the Academic-Athletic Center during the Spring Commencement. MSU 
President Ronald G. Eaglin congratulated Marita Dawn Conley of West Liberty with a 
handshake. She is a candidate for a Bachelor of Business Administration degree with an 
emphasis in comprehensive business. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
5-18-00rdm 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
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MSU SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
More than 800 Morehead State University graduate and undergraduate degree candidates walked 
across the stage of the Academic-Athletic Center during the Spring Commencement. University 
President Ronald G. Eaglin offered congratulations to Jennifer B. Cantrell of West Liberty. She 
is a candidate for a Bachelor of Business Administration degree with an emphasis in 
management. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
5-18-00rdm 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational Institution. 
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MSU SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
More than 800 Morehead State University graduate and undergraduate degree candidates walked 
across the stage of the Academic-Athletic Center during the Spring Commencement. MSU 
President Ronald G. Eaglin congratulated Brett Allen Bohanan of Morehead. A native of 
Canton, Ill., Bohanan was a candidate for a Bachelor of Business Administration degree with an 
emphasis in management. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
5-18-00rdm 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
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MSU SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
More than 800 Morehead State University graduate and undergraduate degree candidates walked 
across the stage of the Academic-Athletic Center during the Spring Commencement. David 
Thomas Blevins of Louisa, a candidate for a Bachelor of Business Administration degree, was 
congratulated by MSU President Ronald G. Eaglin. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
5-18-00rdm 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
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MSU SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
Michael Daryl Blanton of Paintsville, a Bachelor of Business Administration degree with im 
emphasis in marketing candidate, was congratulated by MSU President Ronald G. Eaglin at the 
University's Spring Commencement exercises. More than 800 graduate and undergraduate 
degree candidates participated in the event at the Academic-Athletic Center. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
5-18-00rdm 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
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MSU SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
Nathan Andrew Bishop of Batavia, Ohio, a Bachelor of Business Administration degree 
candidate, was congratulated by Morehead State University President Ronald G. Eaglin at the 
University's Spring Commencement exercises. More than 800 graduate and undergraduate 
degree candidates participated in the event at the Academic-Athletic Center. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
5-18-00rdm 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
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MSU SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
Charles Eugene Adams Jr. of Sitka, a Bachelor of Business Administration degree candidate, 
was congratulated by Morehead State University President Ronald G. Eaglin at the University's 
Spring Commencement exercises. More than 800 graduate and undergraduate degree candidates 
participated in the event at the Academic-Athletic Center. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
5-18-00rdm 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution 
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MSU SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
Michaelina A. lwu of Morehead, a candidate for the Master of Science degree with an emphasis 
in vocational home economics, was congratulated by Morehead State University President 
Ronald G. Eaglin at the University's Spring Commencement exercises. More than 800 graduate 
and undergraduate degree candidates participated in the event at the Academic-Athletic Center .. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
5-18-00rdm 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution . 
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MSU SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
Carol R. Ford of Salt Lick a candidate for the Master of Business Administration degree, was 
congratulated by Morehead State University President Ronald G. Eaglin at the University's 
Spring Commencement exercises. More than 800 graduate and undergraduate degree candidates 
participated in the event at the Academic-Athletic Center 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
5-18-00rdm 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
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Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
MSU SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
Rebecca McGinnis of Flemingsburg, a candidate for the Master of Arts degree with an 
emphasis in adult and higher education, was congratulated by Morehead State University 
President Ronald G. Eaglin at the University's Spring Commencement exercises. More than 800 
graduate and undergraduate degree candidates participated in the event at the Academic-Athletic 
Center. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
5-18-00rdm 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
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MSU SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
Denise Elaine Fernandez of Versailles, Ohio. a candidate for the Master of Arts degree with an 
emphasis in studio art, was congratulated by Morehead State University President Ronald G. 
Eaglin at the University's Spring Commencement exercises. More than 800 graduate and 
undergraduate degree candidates participated in the event at the Academic-Athletic Center. 
' . 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
5-18-00rdm 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution 
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MSU SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
More than 800 Morehead State University graduate and undergraduate degree candidates walked 
across the stage of the Academic-Athletic Center during Spring Commencement Mark Edward 
Blackburn of Endicott, a candidate for a Master of Arts degree with an emphasis in school 
administration, was congratulated by M S U President Ronald G. Eaglin. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
5-18-00rdm 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
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MSU'S SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
More than 800 Morehead State University graduate and undergraduate degree candidates walked 
across the stage of the Academic-Athletic Center during Spring Commencement. MSU President 
Ronald G. Eaglin congratulated Bobby Prentice Begley of Avawam, who was a candidate for a 
Master of Arts in Education degree with an emphasis in secondary guidance counseling. He was 
escorted by his daughter. Deshannon Lynn Begley. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
5-18-00rdm 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
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MSU SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
More than 800 Morehead State University graduate and undergraduate degree candidates walked 
across the stage of the Academic-Athletic Center during the Spring Commencement. Michael 
Gene Halfhill Jr. of Prestonsburg, a candidate for a Bachelor of Arts degree with an emphasis in 
psychology. received a congratulatory handshake from MSU President Ronald G. Eaglin. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---From computer classes to tap dance lessons, Morehead State University's 
Office of Continuing Education will offer a variety of courses this summer. 
An "Introduction to Word 97" will be taught by Starl~t Roberts, MSU's technology training 
coordinator, in four Monday sessions, July 10-31, from 6 to 8 p.m. Class topics will include: creating, 
editing and formatting a document; placing headers and footers; working with graphics, columns and 
tables; and mail merge basics. There is a $45 fee for the class. 
Two technology workshops and a research class will be taught by Darrell Smith, information 
technology's senior academic consultant and Web manager 
An "Introduction to the World Wide Web" workshop will be offered on Thursday, June 29, from 
5 to 7 p.m. and repeated on Tuesday, July 11, at the same time. Each workshop, which costs $25, is 
designed for new Internet users. Topics will include: accessing news online; establishing e-mail, address 
books and calendars; and using basic or advanced portions of a browser. 
"Introduction ofHTML (Web pages)," a one-day class for novice Internet users, will be taught on 
Thursday, July 6, from 5 to 7 p.m. and again on Tuesday, Aug. 8, at the same time. The cost is $25. 
Participants will use Microsoft FrontPage 2000 to develop basic to intermediate HTML code. 
For· those interested in researching their ancestral roots, Smith will teach a one-day "Introduction 
to Genealogy" class on Thursday, July 20, from 5 to 7 p.m. and repeated on Tuesday, Aug. 15, at the 
same time. There is a $25 fee for the course, which is designed to assist new and veteran researchers 
alike. Key topics include collecting and organizing research; related software products; online Kentucky 
databases; and working with GenForum project. Hands on experience will be available by accessing the 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints database. 
A "Basic Dog Grooming and Pet Care" class, designed with the family in mind, will meet 
Monday, June 5, from 6 to 8 p.m. Sponsored by Sandy's Kennel and Grooming, the class will discuss 
caring for a dog's eyes, ears, nose and coat; handling problems with fleas and ticks; keeping a pet's coat 
glossy and healthy; and answering commonly asked questions. The fee is $15 per family that includes all 
the immediate pet caregivers who live in the same household. 
For those looking for exercise this summer, continuing education is offering two different classes. 
Tode Vrzic, assistant director of the Wellness Center, will teach the "Arthritis in Motion Program," 
sponsored by the University's McClure Pool and accredited by the Arthritis Foundation. The Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday course has a $40 fee. Physician's approval is necessary to enroll. 
(MORE) 
Continuing Education Classes 
2-2-2-2 
Darin Blackburn, Adron Doran University Center and conference services manager, will teach 
"Aerobic Swing Dance" on Tuesday evenings, June 20 to Aug. I, from 6 to 7:30p.m. No partner is 
required for the class, which has a $35 per person fee. 
"Tap Dance Classes" for all ages will be offered at the Laughlin Dance Studio. "Mommy and 
Me" lessons for mothers and their children 4or 5 years old will meet on Mondays, June 19-July 31, from 
5 to 6 p.m. The $30 fee includes a mother and child. 
Beginner tap dance classes for adults and children will meet on Wednesdays, starting June 21 and 
running through Aug. 2. Lessons for youngsters to 10 years of age will run from 5 to 6 p.m. followed by 
the adult instruction from 6 to 7:30p.m. and There is a $35 fee for adults and a $30 fee for children. 
For those with some tap experience, a level two tap dance course will be offered on Mondays, 
June 19 through July 31, from 6 to 7:30p.m. There will be a $40 fee. 
Poetry, creative writing and personal essays will be the topics covered in four different, six-week 
courses taught by Bob Sloan beginning June 12. Each class, which has a $40 fee, will meet from 6 to 8 
p.m. The sessions include: "Introduction to Writing Poetry" on Mondays; "Intermediate Creative 
Writing" on Tuesdays; "Introduction to Creative Writing" on Wednesdays; and "Personal Essays: 
Memories and Family Stories" on Thursdays. 
Participants in four different "Officiating Courses" may learn the mechanics of the sport and the 
skills needed to officiate it. Football officiating, taught by W. Lyrm Johnson, will meet on Wednesdays, 
June 28-July 26, from 6 to 8 p.m. Dr. John Secor, MSU associate professor of romance languages, will 
teach soccer officiating from 5 to 9 p.m. on Aug. 21, 22, 24, 27 and 30. 
A volleyball officiating class will be held on Thursdays, July 6-27, from 6 to 9 p.m. and a 
basketball officiating class will meet on Sundays, Oct. !-Nov. 5, from 7 to 9 p.m. David Cox, MSU Greek 
affairs and student organizations coordinator, will teach both classes. 
There is a $20 fee for each officiating course. After successful completion of a class and paying a 
$25 fee, participants may apply for an official license with the Kentucky High School Athletic 
Association. 
Additional information and registration for any of the classes are available by calling Stephanie 
Evans at (606) 783-2875. 
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MADISON COUNTY MUSIC GROUP TO PERFORM AT MSU 
Exile, a band that began in Madison County in the early '60s, will perform on Tuesday, June 6, 
at 7 p.m. in Morehead State University's Button Auditorium. The group. featuring original lead 
singers J.P. Pennington and Les Taylor, had its first hit, "Kiss You All Over," in 1978. In a 
career that has spanned 30 years, Exile has had II number one songs and several top I 0 records. 
Proceeds from the concert will benefit MSU's men's basketball program. Tickets are $12 in 
advance and $15 at the door. Tickets may be purchased in Morehead at MSU's Office of Student 
Activities, Martin's Department Store, Gold Emporium and Trophy Works, and Main Street 
Music; in Maysville at Ken's New Market; in Mt. Sterling at Back's Auto Auction; in 
Winchester at Jams Music Exchange; in Jackson at Martin's Department Store; in Grayson at 
James Family Outfitters; and in Lexington at The Cadillac Ranch. 
(File photo) 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Smithsonian photography exhibit documenting southern Appalachian 
women will be exhibited at Morehead State University's Claypool-Young Art Building through Friday, 
July 7. 
"Serving Home and Community: Women of Southern Appalachia," displayed originally at the 
National Museum of American History, is a collection of 50 black-and-white photographs by Barbara 
Beirne. Excerpts of the photographer's interview with her subjects accompany the 40 portraits and 10 
landscape photographs. 
The show, which will be displayed in the main gallery, will be open for viewing from 8 a.m. until 
4 p.m., weekdays. There is no admission charge. 
On a 20-city tour, the exhibit draws on two generations of women, ranging in age from 50 to 100 
years of age, to capture life in such places as Pippa Passes, Ky., and Ravenswood, W.Va. Among those 
photographed were a union activist, daughter of a slave, pediatrician, miner, police captain, musician and 
a published writer. 
Each portrait tells a story, through the visual imagery of the photograph and the words of the 
woman herself. "These faces and voices of Appalachian women describe battles which are being won 
daily and are a testament to the indomitable human spirit, recorded by a woman of uncommon perception 
and depth of feeling," said David Haberstich, the exhibit's curator who is head of photographic 
collections at the Archives Center, National Museum of American History. 
Beirne, a graduate ofMarymount College in Tarryton, N.Y., holds a Master of Fine Arts degree 
in photography from the Pratt Institute in New York. A documentary photographer for 15 years, she has 
taught photography at the college level. She currently does commissioned work for nonprofit 
organizations and magazines and has illustrated several children's books, including three she authored. 
The exhibit was organized by the National Museum of American History, Smithsonian 
Institution, and developed for travel by the Smithsonian Institution Traveling Exhibition Service (SITES). 
Additional information is available from Jennifer Hart, MSU's gallery coordinator, at 
(606) 783-5446. 
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May24, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's Kentucky Fofk Art Center has 
received a design award from the American Association of Museums. 
The center participated in the AAM' s Museum Publications Design competition, which is 
the only juried event involving publications produced by museums of all kinds and sizes. This 
year's contest drew 1,237 entries from across the nation, of which 168 were recognized for 
design excellence, according to Adrian Swain, KF AC curator. 
For its for its recent "Time All Over'' publication, the center received an honorable 
mention in the supplemental materials category. The book combines the work of24 folk artists 
and 29 creative writers, all from Kentucky, and serves as the catalog for an exhibit of the same 
name. 
"The contents of the book are extraordinary and precious," Swain said, "but the real 
credit for this award goes to Nina Preston, who is a very talented designer." 
Preston, a freelance designer who lives in Ashland and serves as a member of the KF AC 
Board of Directors, has designed several of the center's publications. "We continue to be grateful 
to Nina for her ability to incorporate the essence of each project in the inspired design work she 
has done for us," Swain added. 
KF AC, located at I 02 W. Main St. in Morehead, is a cultural and educational service of 
MSU. It is open from9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday-Saturday, and 1 to 5 p.m. on Sundays. 
Copies of"Time All Over" are available at KFAC, Coffee Tree Book's in Morehead and 
Poor Richard's Books in Frankfort. 
rdm 
Additional information is available by calling KFAC at (606) 783-2204. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Rachel Moore, a senior at Elliott County High School, has won 
Morehead State University's 14th annual Constitutional Essay and Scholarship Competition. 
In her essay, Moore addressed the question "Does a public high school that posts the Ten 
Commandments violate the U.S. Constitution?" As the competition winner, she will receive a 
$1,500 award to study at MSU as a full-time student during the 2000-2001 academic year. The 
scholarship, which is renewable for three years, has a total value of$6,000. 
Moore will be recognized with a Constitutional Scholarship Award certificate at her high 
school graduation ceremony. Her sponsoring teacher, Cathy Powers, also will receive a 2000 
Constitutional Scholar Sponsoring Teacher Award at the graduation exercises. 
· The competition is sponsored by Societas Pro Legibus, MSU's pre-law society, and the 
Department of Geography, Government and History in cooperation with the offices of financial 
aid and the dean of the Caudill College ofHumanities. · 
rdm 
Additional information is available by calling (606) 783-5046. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Four-time Country Music Association nominee and three-time Academy of 
Country Music nominee, Exile, will perform on Tuesday, June 6, at 7 p.m. in Morehead State 
University's Button Auditorium. 
The group, featuring original lead singers J.P. Pennington and Les Taylor, had its first hit, "Kiss 
You All Over," in 1978. Selling more than five million copies, the song stayed at the number one slot on 
U.S. charts for four weeks. 
Proceeds from the concert will benefit MSU's men's basketball program. Tickets are $12 in 
advance and $15 at the door. 
Tickets may be purchased at these locations: 
*Morehead MSU's Office of Student Activities, (606) 783-2071 
Martin's Department Store, (606) 784-4320 
*Maysville 
*Mt. Sterling 
*Winchester 
*Jackson 
*Grayson 
*Lexington 
Gold Emporium and Trophy Works, (606) 784-2191 
Main Street Music, (606) 784-8583 
Ken's New Market, (606) 759-5351 
Back's Auto Auction, (606) 498-6373 
Jams Music Exchange, (606) 737-5267 
Martin's Department Store, (606) 666-5554 
James Family Outfitters, (606) 474-4489 
The Cadillac Ranch, (606) 335-8800. 
Through the years, many artists have recorded "Kiss You All Over" in various musical formats 
including country, pop, Latin and R&B. In addition, the song was included in the soundtracks of 
numerous movies such as "Happy Gilmore" and "Man on the Moon." 
In the 1980s, Exile switched to country music, recording II number one songs and many top I 0 
albums. Pennington was named the Broadcast Music, Inc. Songwriter of the Year in 1986 and songs 
written by the Pennington/Taylor duo were recorded by top names in the field, Alabama, Travis Tritt, 
Tracy Lawrence and Kenny Rogers. 
At the MSU concert, Exile will perform so of the group's new original songs that will be released 
later this summer on a new album. The performance also will include some of their greatest hits like 
"She's a Miracle," "I Can't Get Close Enough," "I Don't Want to be a Memory" and "Hang on to Your 
Heart." 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Students enrolled in Morehead State University's College of 
Business were~ recognized recently for academic excellence at the college's Honors/Scholarship 
Banquet, a part of the University's Academic Awards Week held recently. 
Each department within the college presented academic, scholastic and achievement 
awards to outstanding individuals. 
Recognized from the Department of Accounting, Economics and Finance were: Carla 
McCarty of Clearfield, Outstanding Senior Accounting Student and Osborne Outstanding Tax 
Student; Christopher Poehler of Frankfurt, Germany, Outstanding Senior Economics Student; 
.Dominick Paonessa of Morehead, Outstanding Senior Finance Student; Terry Miller, Morehead 
senior, Wall Street Journal Award; Olivia Terry, Jackson junior, Kiwanis-Conyers Memorial 
Scholarship; and David Blevins, Louisa senior, Accounting, Economics and Finance Outstanding 
Undergraduate Student. 
Honored by the Department oflnformation Systems were 1 oseph Schmitt, Paintsville 
senior, Outstanding Computer Information Systems Student; Pamela McGlone, Vanceburg 
junior, Outstanding Business Information Systems Associate of Applied Business Student; Marita 
Conley, West Liberty senior, National Business Education Association Award of Merit; 
Christopher Jason Crotts, Morehead senior, Outstanding Department oflnformation Systems 
Student; Sidney Porter, Rush senior, Outstanding College of Business Cooperative Education 
(Internship) Award; Adam Stegeman, Cold Spring senior, Outstanding Business and Marketing 
Education Student; Randi Jo Sturgill, Ashland senior, Outstanding Phi Beta. Lambda Member; 
and Timothy Workman, Russell senior, Outstanding Association oflnformation Technology 
Professional Student. 
Recognized by the Department of Management, Marketing and Real Estate were: Dana Jo 
Hall, Virgie senior, Outstanding Management, Marketing, and Real Estate Student and Wall 
Street Journal Award Recipient; Daniel Anderson ofFlemin·gsburg, Outstanding Senior 
Management Student; Holly Merrell of Florence, Outstanding Senior Marketing Student; and 
Brian Woofter of East Point, Outstanding Senior Real State Student. 
(MORE) 
College of Business Honor Banquet 
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Karen Smallwood, Mt. Sterling graduate student, was honored as the Outstanding 
Master of Business Administration Student. 
Scholarships and awards were presented to: Phoebe Hilliard, Morehead junior, Kelly 
Galloway Scholarship; Tonya Potter, Clearfield junior, James and Onor Harford Scholarship for 
Legal Understanding; and Jim Booth oflnez, Distinguished Alumni Award. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD; Ky.---To stimulate research and creative productions in their disciplines, nine 
Morehead State University faculty members will share more than $7,400 in grants during the summer. 
The awards, ranging from $498 to $1,000, were based on proposals submitted during the spring 
semester, according to Dr. Michael R. Moore, executive vice president for academic affairs. 
Dixon Ferrell, associate professor of art, was awarded $950 for a project titled "A Series of Five 
Works." 
Dr. Timothy Ashmore, assistant professor of speech, was granted $594 for a research project 
titled "Diversity in U.S. Culture as Portrayed on U.S. Postage Stamps." 
Dr. Susan Rolland, assistant professor of social work;was awarded $974 for a research project 
titled "Reconstitution of Early Lincoln County, North Carolina Families." 
Dr. Robert Frank, assistant professor of speech, was granted $1,000 for a research project titled 
"Remembering Ludwig II: Constituting Bavarian Identity." 
Dr. David Olson, associate professor of psychology, was awarded $508 for a research project 
titled "Attachment Styles: Relations with Interpersonal Guilt, Defense Styles, and Accommodation 
Strategies." 
Dr. William Green, professor of government, was granted $1,000 for a research project titled 
"Quebec Anglophones, Human Rights, and Linguistic Peace." 
Clara Keyes, librarian in Camden-Carroll Library, was awarded $498 for a research project titled 
"Larkspur Press 2000: A Descriptive Bibliography." 
Dr. Philip Prater, assistant professor of veterinary technology, was granted $960 for a research 
project titled "Effects ofMelengestrol Acetate on Estrous Synchronization in Goats." 
Dr. Marshall Chapman, assistant professor of geology, was awarded $1,000 for a research 
project titled "Petrographic, Geochemical and Stratigraphic Analysis of Explosive Volcanism in the Isle 
au Haut Igneous Complex, Maine." 
Summer research grants, which are available to faculty members and professional librarians, 
serve as a means to stimulate research and creative productions and to assist in meeting the cost of a 
proposed project. 
Additional information is available by calling the Office of Research, Grants and Contracts at 
(606) 783-20 I 0. 
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May 30,2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University students have elected Teresa S. Johnson 
of Jackson, Ohio, as president of the Student Government Association for the 2000-2001 
academic year. 
A health promotions major with a minor in psychology and government, Johnson will 
serve as the student representative on the University's Board of Regents. The daughter of Robert 
and Amy Johnson, she is a member of the Kappa Delta sorority, the Order of the Omega, Phi 
Sigma Pi honor fraternity and the Residence Hall Association. 
Having served most recently as SGA's vice president for administration, Johnson has 
been a member of SGA's student congress, a Student Alumni Ambassador and a resident 
adviser. 
Johnson plans to concentrate her administration on student concerns. To accomplish this 
goal, she will continue to actively participate in other campus organizations. "I've been able to 
get out there and mingle and answer questions," she said. 
During her senior year, she wants to address the cost of student textbooks as well. This 
year, SGA passed a resolution asking for lower prices on books, Johnson said. She would like to 
follow up on that effort by "trying to get professors who teach classes like 'Writing I 0 I' to use 
uniform texts so it will lower the cost for students," she added. 
She hopes that having a graduate assistant for SGA will be beneficial. Funds have 
already been allocated for this position, she noted. "Undergraduate students involved with the 
organization change from year to year, and having a graduate assistant would provide 
continuity," Johnson said. 
Also elected to leadership roles were: 
*Holly DeMint of West Union, Ohio, a junior early elementary education major, as 
executive vice president. The daughter of Frank and Brenda DeMint, she was the freshman 
representative for SGA's student congress, president of Kappa Delta sorority, and served two 
terms as SGA's vice president for programming. 
(MORE) 
Student Government Association officers 
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*Elizabeth Fuel! of Louisville, a freshman special education and elementary education 
major, as vice president of administration. The daughter of William and Janet Fuel!, she is a 
member of the Kappa Delta sorority and the East Mignon Hall Council. 
*K. Rachel Cornwell ofBoaz, a senior psychology major, as vice president for finance. 
The daughter of Gary and Linda Cornwell, she is a member of the Delta Gamma sorority and has 
served as the SGA vice president for publicity. An MSU cheerleader, she was the sophomore 
representative to SGA and chief justice of student court. 
*Richard Puckett of Louisville, a sophomore government and philosophy major, as vice 
president for programming. The son ofElleanor Puckett and Paul Puckett, he is a member of 
SGA's student congress and serves as a Student Alumni Ambassador and vice president of 
recruitment for the Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity. 
*Alison Warner ofUuion, a sophomore philosophy and government double major, as 
vice president for publicity. The daughter of Alex and Melody Warner, she is a member of the 
Delta Gamma sorority, the MSU Honors Program, SGA's student congress and serves as a 
Student Alumni Ambassador. 
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MSU STUDENT LEADERS ELECTED 
Morehead State University students have elected their Student Government Association leaders 
for the 2000-200 l academic year. They include, front row from left, Teresa S. Johnson of 
Jackson, Ohio, as president; Elizabeth Fuel! of Louisville, as vice president for administration; 
Allison Warner of Union, as vice president for publicity. Back row from left, Holly DeMint of 
West Union, Ohio, as executive vice president; K. Rachel Cornwell ofBoaz, as vice president 
for finance; and Richard Puckett of Louisville, as vice president for programming. Johnson, a 
health promotions major, will serve as the student representative on the University's Board of 
Regents. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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